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CITY HOTEL 3 MAIN   STREET,  LEWISTON. Rooms all Newly Furnished, Electric Limits and Electric Bells, •ublic Batli-Rooin, neat and clean, Hot and Cold Water. Rates for Professionals.   ST0RER F. CRAFTS, Prop. 
Bug your Goal of Harper § Googin 
No. 138 Bates Street, 57 Whipple Street. 
BXJTJ^]    STORE, 
fievitflM'fi • ©apgest dJl©fchifl§  If ©use. 
Voting Men's Nobby Clothing a Specialty. We Carry ihe Largest Stock. 
We Name the Lowest Prices. 
BLUE  STORE,     -   -   -   Lewiston's Only One-Price Clothiers. 
MRS. C. A. NEAL'S 
BOOK-BINDERY, 
JOURNAL BLOCK, 
LEWISTON,  ....   MAINE. 
Magazines, Music,etc.. Bound in a Neat 
and Durable Manner. 
Ruling and Blank Hook Work of Every Description 
Done to Order. 
THE    FISK 
1$ 
EVERETT 0. FISK &- CO., Proprietors. 
l'KK8II)ENT. 
KVKHKTT 0. FISK, 7 Tremont Place,   .    .    .    Boston, Mass. 
MANAGERS. 
W. B. Hi linn K. ... 7 Tremont Place, Boston, Mass. 
H. K. CROCKKR,      .    .    6 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y. 
B. F. CLARK, .... 106 Wabash Am, Chicago, ill. 
K. II. WILLIAMS, 402 Richardson Block, Chattanooga,Tenn. 
J. 0. HICKS,      ....      132^ First St., Portland, Or. 
C. 0, BOTMTON, .    120% So. Spring St., bos Angeles, Cnl. 
ATTWOOD & BARROWS, 
Headquarters for 
e i.w.»ii.a' n 
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, 
BATES STREET SHIRT CO.S 
LAUNDRY, 
COLLEGE BLOCK. 
Having recently refitted our Laundry with the 
latest Improved machinery, we take pleasure in 
announcing that we are fully prepared to do all 1
   kinds of Laundry Work at Short Notice and in the 
HATS,    CAPS,    AND    UMBRELLAS,      best manner. 
i•.cii and Table Linen at Less Cost Than Can 
Under   Auburn  Hall, 
AUBURN,      .    .    .    MAINE. 
He Done at Home.    Lave Curtains 
a Specialty. 
A DOttal Card Will bring our team to your door. 
BEKRCE,   WILSON   St   CO., 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
COAL AND WOOD 
Of all kinds and of the Best tirades at the LOWEST MAItKKT MUCKS.   All Coal Screened by Our New 
Process.   Prompt and Careful attention given to all orders.   OFFICES : 188 Main St., Lewiston; Cor- 
ner Court and Washington Sts., Auburn.   TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.   Auburn Telephone 
Call, 1(10-4.    Lewiston Telephone Call, 22-4. ■•■AMI n   nwn c. 0. WILSON. c. i.. TURUKON UKORQK   B.   RKAKCK 
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THE BATES STUDENT EDITORIAL. 
A    MAKA7.1NK    ITBI.IPHED    MONTHLY   Dl'RING   THE   
W/HAT the present course of  peda- 
CLASS OF '93, BATES COLLEGE, £   gogieal lectures is highly success- 
LBWISTON, MK. ful, is fully attested by the large attend- 
EDITORS. ance  and   the   interest   manifested   at 
J. F. FANNING,            H. B. ADAMS, every lecture. 
Miss G. P. CONANT,    R. A. STURGKS, To the students who purpose to devote 
M,ss A. L. BKAN,       E. J. W.NSLOW. their ener,,ies to teaching or other edu- 
Business Manager,    .    L. E. MOULTON. .•       1         ,    .,         ■     .                  •        ■ 
......                   „  ,    ., cational work, these lectures are lnvalu- Assistanl Manager,   .    E. L. PKNNKLL. 
able.     For not oidy are the speakers 
TERMS.—$1.00per year, in advance; BlngJecopy . 
10 cents. men who are actively engaged in some 
SubscribersnotrocelvlngtheSTUDENTregularly department of education, but they have 
should notify the Business Manager. ,)een eniinentiy successfu[ iu t|,at work. 
Contributions cordially luvited. „„                          ,.,        .  .       ,           ■ 
_   , 1 bey are  not theorists alone, but men Exchanges and matter tor publication Bhould 
i.c addressed   EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT, BATE* "BO, through years of experience, have 
STUDENT, LBWISTON, MAINE; business letters to acquired a knowledge of school teach- 
L. B. MOULTON, MANAGER OF STUDENT, LEW- ,      ,     ,                              , 
ISTON, MAINE. ing aiu' school management that, pre- 
i.:„tor«,UHSccomicia,9M»iiMa.l,r,1ti.,wisi„„i-„s,-<)fti(.e. sented as they present it, can not fail 
Printed at the Journal Offlc^Lewtaton, Maine. t0 ,K> °f   8reftt WOrth  l° OUl' ^dents. 
But it is a mistake, it seems to us, 
UONTBNTS. to debar from these lectures many who 
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 the teachers of the two cities, and the 
BDITOBIAl 118 .               t    ,,                    .                  , 
iiTiHuv members of  the two lower classes in 
m ay 117 college. 
A Scientific Pitfall us Many of   the latter have attended, 
English-Speaking Unity 1 MI U 
The Confederation and the Union 121 an<>   DIMiy   UlOie   have   spoken   of their 
LOCALS 124 desire to attend ;   but they do not feel 
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT: 
Alumni Notes 131 at liberty to do soon account of the lack 
Communication 181 of room where the lectures are now held. 
In Memory of A. G. H.,'91 i.n w          ■•    ...        .,          . .                      , 
Personals...                                   IM e   roallze tl,at  t,ie   subjects   treated 
EXCHANGES l.u in the  present  course are of  greater 
ESSTE^::::::^ iuterest to those so soon to devote 
COLLEGE NOTES HO their time exclusively to teaching; and 
/ 
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yet the lower classes have a huge 
Dumber who expect to teach, and some 
who will have the management of high 
grade schools even before their college 
course is completed. Again, at the 
lectures given last fall on the choice of 
a profession, some teachers from both 
Lewiston and Auburn were present 
regularly. The present series, if open 
to all, dealing as it does with subjects 
in which they are more deeply inter- 
ested, would draw a larger number, be 
more helpful, and show better the great 
work the college is doing for teachers. 
lipiIK announcement of the summer 
JJ gatherings for Bible study, which 
has been brought to our notice, should 
be of interest to all Christians; espe- 
cially to those who are acquainted with 
the work at Northlield. It seems to 
us especially desirable that our Y. M. 
C. A. be represented in the Northlield 
school this summer. We clip the 
following : 
"Among college students, none is 
more widely known, or has greater 
attractions than the conference at 
Northlield, Mass., where for six years, 
between four and five hundred students, 
representing every section of the United 
States, the Canadian Provinces, and 
many foreign countries, have met for 
two weeks of Bible study, rest, and 
recreation. Its remarkable success led 
to the establishment of a similar school 
at Lake Geneva. Wisconsin, two years 
ago, and here representatives of many 
Western institutions have enjoyed the 
advantages which come only from the 
association    with   men   of   recognized 
ability as instructors, and from the 
personal contact of man with man. 
"The general features which have 
made Northfield so attractive in the 
past will be observed at each of the 
three gatherings. Prominent speakers, 
representing all lines of Christian 
activity, have already been secured and 
others are yet to be announced. Pro- 
vision has been made for the super- 
vision of the athletics, which ensures 
the usual interest in this department. 
The Bible-classes are to be in charge 
of unusually strong men as leaders, 
and the missionary interest will receive 
equally prominent attention. 
"At Northlield, which is especially 
accessible to students of the eastern col- 
leges, we are assured of such speakers 
as Rev. Dr. Bristol, of Chicago; Rev. 
Wilton Merle Smith, Rev. A. F. 
Sehaufller, and Anthony Comstock, of 
New York; Rev. H. Clay Trumbull, 
of Philadelphia; Rev. A. J. Gordon, 
of Boston ; President Gates, of Am- 
herst; Major Whittle, and others. 
Mr. McConaughy and Mr. R. E. Speer 
as instructors in Bible-classes will need 
no introduction to college students. 
Those who recall the rise of the Stu- 
dent Volunteer Movement will recog- 
nize the name of Mr. John Foreman as 
one of the foremost of its early pro- 
moters. His presence in this country 
makes it possible to secure him for this 
gathering. 
" A name still more familiar is that 
of L. 1). Wishard, the first college Sec- 
retary, who has lately returned from a 
four years' tour abroad, and who will 
be at each of the three gatherings to 
relate much that  will   be  of   interest 
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JUST what will be the educational 
features of the World's Fair it is 
perhaps too early yet to determine. 
That our vast educational interests be 
properly represented should certainly 
be the wish and endeavor of every 
true friend of education. Already 
every department of the Fair is fast 
fulfilling the most sanguine expecta- 
tions, and we have no doubt that the 
exhibit pertaining to education will be 
a distinctive feature of this great Ex- 
position. 
Already we see evidences that our 
universities and eolleges are awake in 
this matter, and plans are daily being 
formed that will all contribute to the 
desired result. Some institutions have 
signified their intention of erecting 
" temples " and other suggestive struct- 
ures ; while, doubtless, buildings of 
peculiar architecture, or those suggest- 
ing classical or other ideas will repre- 
sent others. Representatives of leading 
Massachusetts colleges, not long ago, 
met and discussed plans for preparing 
and arranging a college exhibit at Chi- 
cago. Foreign countries also expect 
the World's Fair to offer great educa- 
tional advantages, and arrangements 
have been made for bringing to this 
country, in 1893, one thousand of the 
students connected with the London 
Polytechnic Institute. 
Our large number of higher insti- 
tutions of learning, the very many 
high and fitting schools, our normal 
and training schools, and all those of a 
lower grade, render it possible for us 
to make an exhibit that shall excite 
the wonder of foreign educators,- and 
illustrate the intellectual progress that 
our country has made in the last hun- 
dred years. 
We trust that Maine will do her 
share in attaining this grand result. 
She is fortunate in having upon her 
Board of Commissioners an alumnus of 
Bates, a man of sound ideas, and one 
who is interested in the cause of edu- 
cation. 
IjN COLLEGE are formed largely the 
4. habits that follow us through life. 
The object of our being here is not so 
much that we may learn as that we 
may learn rightly how to learn ; that 
we may acquire such discipline of 
mind, such power of concentration, 
such methods of investigation and 
study, as shall enable us to force the 
opportunities of the after years to 
yield to us their fullest treasure. 
It sometimes happens that peculiar 
demands of the work may lead us in- 
directly to form certain habits that in 
later life become of great value. 
The manner in which our mode of 
reading is influenced forcibly illus- 
trates this. If wise in the use of the 
library and faithful in the preparation 
of written and oral parts that call for 
reading, we are lead, almost without 
knowing it, into the possession of some 
of the most important secrets in the 
art of reading. 
In the first place, a large part of 
our reading is done in connection with 
the development of definite subjects 
and we thus gain the habit of reading 
for ideas and with a definite purpose 
\ 
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in view.    Again,  the   wide variety in 
the themes that  demand our  reading 
tends to broaden our investigation and 
knowledge and to give a taste for wide 
reading.    When we have once enjoyed 
freedom in the boundless Held of literary 
productions, and have become  accus- 
tomed to study varied  subjects   from 
many points  of view,   there  is   little 
probability that in after years we shall 
have much tendency to be cramped or 
one-sided in our reading.    Yet, in the 
third    place,   though    realizing    how 
much there is written on every subject, 
limited time prevents us from falling 
into the grave mistake' of thinking we 
can read all there is to be read.    We 
are naturally lead to seek the best and 
most ably written.    It is a well-known 
fact that one work will often do away 
with the reading of a large number of 
others.    It   is   these   " one"    books 
that must receive our time and atten- 
tion.    If, then, from our college train- 
ing we are learning to concentrate our 
energies on works that are worthy our 
time ; if we are acquiring the taste to 
read widely ; if, having a definite pur- 
pose  before us, we are becoming ac- 
customed to look for ideas, then   are 
we learning one   important   thing   at 
least, the secret in the art of reading, 
which   will some time prove to us of 
greater value  than   perhaps   we  may 
now realize. 
ably less by a slight effort on the part 
of every student. This improvement 
is in reference to the singing, which 
forms so large a part of the exercises, 
and which at the present time is so un- 
inspiring an element of them. There 
is a lack of spirit and interest in the 
singing, which is shown not only by 
the weak and uncertain quality of the 
chorus, but by the general attitude of 
the students during the exercises. 
It is a disadvantage to be sure to 
have no piano in the chapel; but with 
the organ and a competent leader, and 
with the abundant material for a full 
and hearty chorus, for there is an 
unusual number of good voices in col- 
lege at the present time, there is no 
reason why the singing may not be 
more satisfactory from a musical point 
of view, and certainly more devotional. 
Then let every one sing ; and with 
the same spirit and life that is so man- 
ifest in other college singing, and the 
result cannot fail to be an improvement 
which is much needed. 
11HE last few months have witnessed 
a change for the better in the gen- 
eral demeanor at chapel exercises. In 
one feature of the exercises themselves, 
however, there is still chance for im- 
provement, which might become notice- 
1'<IIE general formation of Republi- 
can clubs by the students of our 
colleges is a most promising indication, 
and must be a source of great satis- 
faction to the national leaders of that 
party. The students of Bates were 
not slow to recognize the importance 
of such an organization and the benefits 
to be derived from it, and consequently 
we now have a live and active Repub- 
lican club. The importance of intel- 
ligent, enlightened young men taking 
au active interest in our political affairs 
is becoming more and more apparent. 
So great has  been the ingress  of an 
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ignorant foreign element, and so readily 
has it assimilated itself with political 
organizations for the purpose of spoils 
or pecuniary returns, that it has had a 
tendency to deter the better element of 
our own American youth from engaging 
in political pursuits.    Indeed, statistics 
show us that  nearly one-third of the 
legal voters of the country do not even 
avail themselves of their  privilege of 
voting.     And when we consider that 
this number is made up almost entirely 
of native American-born citizens, the 
state of affairs is most significant.    As 
a result of this indifference, there has 
been coming into power a class of un- 
scrupulous    persons,   un-American   in 
thought, and hostile to the best inter- 
ests of our free institutions.    If such 
are allowed to monopolize all positions 
of trust and power, the result cannot 
be difficult to foresee.    The term, poli- 
tician,   through   this  association,   has 
become one of reproach, and has lost 
much of the prestige which it possessed 
earlier in the history of our country, 
when it was   regarded  as almost  the 
synonym of statesman.     At the men- 
tion of the word we naturally think of 
Tammany Hall and its satellites.    The 
only remedy for such a condition is to 
arouse in the educated young men of 
the country an interest in politics, and 
it is eminently fitting that the students 
of our colleges and universities should 
be found in the van of such a move- 
ment.     It is not only the privilege of 
the college man to  take   the   lead   in 
shaping   public  sentiment, but  it  his 
duty to do so.     He should thoroughly 
qualify himself for leadership by mak- 
ing a careful study of the   principles 
and methods of the different parties. 
In these days of progress, the thinking 
young man should be able to give some 
reason why he believes in a certain 
party other than that it was the party 
of his father; yet he should not for- 
sake that party without good reason. 
It should be remembered that parties 
may change, but principles never. In 
the formation of these political clubs, 
an opportunity will be afforded for 
acquiring such information as will 
enable its members to show why they 
support the principles of the party 
which they have adopted. 
LITERARY. 
MAY. 
BY F. F. PHILLIPS, 77. 
Woven is sunlit green 
In sweet designs frost-saddened lines among, 
Through many a glade is seen 
The garland grace   that  tender hands have 
flung; 
The forest kings review 
A joyous retinue. 
A happy thought to stroll 
With youth's  light sandals borrowed for my 
feet, 
The sparrow's tufted knoll 
And cuckoo's hazel copse in joy to greet— 
Haunts of a nested love, 
Arched bv the blue above. 
Now is, glad Hope, thy way 
Embosomed in the fondness of the spring, 
Cheered for the livelong day, 
Till eve's dull eyes behold night's spreading 
wing, 
When Mowers enfold the dew, 
To wait the morrow new. 
Williams will celebrate its centennial 
in 18(J3. 
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A   SCIENTIFIC   PITFALL. 
BY H. E. WALTER, '92. 
HIE scientist to-day is a Hauley, 
and his country is the darkest 
Africa of ignorance. Look at the past 
and there are times when the course of 
events, which go to make up what we 
call the progress of the world, seem to 
take a great hitch forward. Science 
claims to he the lever instrumental in 
the hitch we are now taking. Each 
century has its own peculiar person- 
ality. The nineteenth century—espe- 
cially in its last half—seems to be the 
scientific century. 
For instance, not. only has that 
organized mass of facts which consti- 
tutes human knowledge been greatly 
augmented, but geology has pulled the 
Pope's nose by proving the vast antiq- 
uity of the earth and man ; physics, 
with the spectroscope, has sifted the 
star-dust and told us what it is made 
of; Darwin, Wallace, and Weismann 
have kindled guiding torchlights in the 
caverns of biology; Wizard Edison 
has telescoped distance and blinded 
the moon's eyes under the spell of his 
practical wand ; American Morton with 
his anaesthetics has soothed a billion 
pains ; and so on almost indefinitely 
might the cases be multiplied of recent 
achievements in science. 
Meanwhile she is giving a peculiar 
culture to her devotees, that threatens 
to prove superior to non-scientific cult- 
ure in making rounded useful men and 
women. She especially demands in- 
tellectual honesty and faithfulness to 
the truth which is more than we can 
claim for the classical gods of Olympus. 
Accuracy is also one of the underpin- 
ning stones of scientific culture, and we 
are continually referred to the sources 
of truth, and taught not to depend on 
books alone for development. Natural 
science especially is the gospel of fresh 
air and sharp eyes. Again science in- 
stills charity, for who can trace out with 
Weismann the tangled laws of heredity 
in all their amazing network and not 
be led to repeat with greater reverence 
"Judge not that ye be not judged"? 
Still again its culture is universal. 
The accusation is made that the scien- 
tist becomes narrowed by absorption 
and attention to his special work, but 
he does not become so narrow as is 
popularly supposed if he is only faith- 
ful in one department, for the sciences 
overlay each other like shingles, and he 
is compelled to know somewhat, at 
least, of everything from atom to star 
in order to understand his own depart- 
ment. 
Unlike artistic culture, science edu- 
cates for all nations and for all times. 
M. Penan has said that "The reign of 
sculpture was over when men ceased 
to go half naked." The printing press 
has made Demosthenes and his oratory 
a dead letter, and gunpowder has blown 
epic poetry all to pieces, for who can 
picture Achilles chasing Hector three 
times around the walls of Troy with a 
Winchester repeating rifle or a Smith 
& Wesson six-shooter? 
There is a peculiar danger, however, 
to which the scientist is especially ex- 
posed. His methods of work are nat- 
urally to regard single aspects of things, 
to take microscopic views, to pick 
things to pieces, and to reduce to cer- 
tain laws all the phenomena which he 
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considers. The danger is that he is 
apt to forget gray-haired mathematics 
notwithstanding that the whole is more 
than the sum of its parts. 
Add together all the several parts of 
a crow Hying overhead, a dandelion in 
the green grass, or a rounded pehble 
in the river bed and still the total is 
less than the whole. 
There is an indefinable something— 
the food poets live on and that which 
binds all things together—that too often 
slips through the careful fingers of the 
scientist. A bird's-eye view ought to 
be taken very often, and the scientist's 
microscope supplemented by the poet's 
telescope. The entomologist can catch 
a butterfly or a beetle in his scoop-net, 
but there are some things that no scoop- 
net nor pill box, however small or great, 
can hold, and the danger is of losing 
these things. 
Some of our greatest scientists bear 
the reproach of Materialism just be- 
cause they are so absorbed in the parts 
of things that they fail to see the spirit 
of the whole. They become so blinded 
with their candle snuffing that they lose 
sight of the great sun shining beyond 
and unscientifically think that they 
have the Ultimate Cause of things 
within their field of intellectual vision. 
Nearsightedness is the great pitfall to 
guard against for one entering the field 
of science. 
The letter of the scientific code is 
sure to bring intellectual death unless 
it is vivified by that indefinable spirit 
in whose atmosphere all the dry bones 
come to life. 
What noble possibilities are before 
the   scholar,   when,  to  true  scientific 
culture is added that poetic insight and 
that childlike faith in the " Father of 
Lights" which impelled Kepler, after 
twenty tireless years of toil on only 
three astronomical laws, to reverently 
exclaim, "O God, I think thy thoughts 
after thee ! " 
♦ ♦♦ 
ENGLISH-SPEAKING UNITY. 
BY E. W. EMERY, '92. 
fITH the closing years of the nine- 
teenth century we are entering 
upon a new era in international rela- 
tions. The pressure of common inter- 
ests is overcoming national prejudices, 
leveling national barriers, and gradu- 
ally forcing all peoples to seek strength 
and power in unity. Once, great powers 
stood alone. To-day, we see the most 
powerful and enlightened nations of 
the earth opposed to each other in 
formidable alliance. 
Russia and France concluding treaties 
of friendship; Germany, Austria, and 
Italy strengthening the Triple Alliance ; 
England inviting her colonies to an 
Imperial Federation, are movements 
that, like hands upon the dial of time, 
indicate that we are living in an age of 
international alliance; in an age of 
transition from the phase of great na- 
tions to the phase of great races. 
Such movements among great powers 
predict that the idea of humanity is 
growing at the expense of the idea of 
nation ; that the achievement of great 
reforms—the spreading of the great 
truths that shall meet the growing needs 
of humanity—requires a closer union 
than has yet existed between the nations 
of the earth ; that the forces formerly 
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sending the members of the same race 
to war have given way to mightier 
forces drawing them into an enduring 
unity ; that the struggle for supremacy 
in the future is to he waged on a broader 
scale than ever before ; that the burden 
of developing and spreading a higher 
civilization is being transferred from 
the nation to the race ; that ultimately 
the institutions and civilization of the 
conquering race are to become the 
world's. 
In this struggle it is not difficult to 
predict that the English-speaking race 
and   its   civilization  are   destined   to 
triumph.    Of all racers, it is the most 
vigorous and progressive.    Its expan- 
sion   and   acquisition of  territory are 
without parallel in the annals of history. 
Statisticians declare that, at its past 
rate of increase, it is not unlikely that 
before the close of the century, our race 
will outnumber all the other civilized 
races of  the  world.     Already it has 
obtained a foothold upon every conti- 
nent, until our planet is encircled with 
growing English colonies, rapidly be- 
coming   centers   of   power,   filling   all 
lands with English speech and English 
ideas, and seemingly destined to dis- 
place all other nations of   the earth. 
It stands to-day as the greatest repre- 
sentative of the two forces—spiritual 
Christianity and civil liberty—without 
controversy   the   two   most   powerful 
forces, lifting mankind up to the light 
of  the  highest Christian  civilization, 
and the forces which in the future are 
to contribute most to the elevation of 
the human race. 
Is this race to present to the fut- 
ure world the magnilicent spectacle of 
united and peace-loving governments, 
or to reproduce to the vision of coming 
generations the appalling condition of 
Europe on a vaster scale,—the world 
arrayed against itself in arms? 
These are questions of the closing 
years of this century. On their solu- 
tion depends the future of the world's 
peace and civilization. In view of, 
these facts, the relation of an " English- 
speaking unity" to the world's future 
is not without significance. Nor will 
this significance fail to deepen, wheu 
we examine the forces at work to-day 
uniting the race. 
It  is   no  idle   sentimentalism   that 
would claim  that  great   progress has 
been made towards an '• English-speak- 
ing unity."    It is emerging from the 
sphere of aspiration into the domain of 
practical reality.    Over common prob- 
lems and common interests the thought 
of English-speaking peoples is linked, 
and annually, at a series of congresses, 
the great economic, social, scientific, 
and   religious    questions   of   the   day 
are defined and debated  by the most 
learned and profound leaders of English 
thought and action  from all parts of 
the world.    Each new discovery, each 
new problem  solved, benefits all and 
makes the unity more complete.    With 
the expansion of  the race its institu- 
tions have overcome natural bounda- 
ries, until they extend over seas and 
continents.  The love of freedom, char- 
acteristic of our race, has surmounted 
national barriers and united colony with 
empire and republic.   By one language 
and one  literature,  through  its mag- 
nificent commerce, and as the  repre- 
sentatives of the grandest truths within 
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the scope of human knowledge, the 
members of the English race are united 
by loving bonds; bonds that, with the 
advance of time, seem destined to unite 
the race beneath the sceptre of peace 
and crown it with empire. 
Truly the star of "English-speaking 
unity" is in the ascendant. Its radi- 
ance illumines the horizon of human 
hopes. Its brilliancy is reflected from 
the sea of human thought. Beneath 
its light, monarchial governments are 
doomed. Beneath its glory the dark- 
ness of heathen civilization fades. By 
its guiding rays mankind shall be lifted 
to love of peace, love of liberty, and 
brotherhood of mankind. 
THE CONFEDERATION AND 
THE UNION. 
BY C. H. SWAN, JR., '88. 
MONO the many blessings granted 
to this country there is none more 
highly prized among the people, none 
more enthusiastically worshiped in our 
political creed, none more greatly hon- 
ored in our social fabric, than the Fed- 
eral Constitution. To brand an act as 
unconstitutional, is to pronounce against 
it the anathema of the Republic. It 
may almost seem that the national 
mind has retained in greater fullness a 
recollection of the horrors of the Con- 
federation than that of any other great 
calamity in our history, unless it is the 
greater horrors that threatened us 
in 1861. 
And there is good reason in thus 
honoring our Constitution ; for not only 
have we under it preserved our land 
from particularism, or localism, com- 
monly known as state sovereignty; 
not only have we under it welded our 
commonwealths into one common- 
wealth, that seems able to withstand 
all shocks at present known to the 
political world; not only have we 
under it attained an American nation- 
ality ; but we have also under it pre- 
served for ourselves all that is really 
useful in the hostile principle that has 
been overthrown, all that works for 
human liberty in the idea of local self- 
government. Wherein the Federal 
government has power, it is supreme. 
Below that limit, the several states may 
conduct their affairs as they see fit; 
but above that limit even the majesty 
of a self-governing state must bow 
before the august presence of the Fed- 
eral Constitution, the voice of the 
sovereign people of the whole country. 
But before that memorable 17th of 
September, how different the situation ! 
Congress was well-nigh a zero in the 
land ; it could pass all the measures it 
pleased, but most of them could be 
only recommendations to the states 
which could be regarded or not as the 
states saw fit. And even the measures 
that the states were bound to obey were 
left to the states to be enforced, and 
were as likely as not to be left by the 
states unenforced. Congress was but 
a magnificent monument of impotence. 
It could not even defend itself, but 
must trust to the doubtful protection of 
one of the state governments. 
Under the Confederation, each per- 
son was a citizen of his own state, and 
although in the other states he was 
entitled to the rights of a citizen, he 
was in no sense of to-day a citizen of 
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the United States. The only way in 
which he could feel the operation of a 
United States law was when his state 
had adopted a recommendation of Con- 
gress, and had enforced it, through its 
own oflicers. lint then it had every 
appearance of a state law. In fact, to 
the every-day citizen the term " United 
States" signified merely an interna- 
tional league of defense. 
As the states were almost wholly 
independent of one another, they were 
to themselves not friendly members of 
one body, but hostile rivals, and felt 
under the necessity of imposing pro- 
tective, or at least repressive, duties 
and taxes not only on commerce with 
the rest of the world, but also on com- 
merce among themselves. Each state 
was in the Confederacy, not for the 
common good of a common country in 
which it felt a common patriotic pride, 
and in whose advancement was its own 
truest advancement, but solely for the 
good it might get out of the league 
without contributing to strengthen it. 
Under this short-sighted view, the 
policy of local development in oppo- 
sition to the other states, rather than 
in common with the other states, was 
only a natural result. The remedy was 
easy. Perhaps the greatest clause of 
our Constitution is the one that pro- 
vides for absolute free trade among the 
states and throughout the territory of 
the Union. No provision has done 
more to unite the country than this ; 
for it may be stated as an axiom that 
no country can truly be a national unit, 
unless it is also, so far as law can make 
it, a commercial and economic unit. 
The  Prussian   statesmen   of the   past 
generation recognized this truth, and 
in the formation of the German Cus- 
toms Union, laid the corner-stone of 
the future establishment of their greater 
fatherland ; and in our own day their 
successors have seen fit to weld more 
closely a mere league of defense by the 
gold and iron ties of tariff union. 
If the commercial situation under 
the articles was bad, it was only the 
result of the bad principle of excessive 
localism consistently carried out, but 
the financial situation was chaos itself. 
The states circulated inconvertible 
money so largely and the effects were 
so bad, that when the constitution was 
formed they were forbidden to issue 
paper money. The lesson was learned, 
and well learned for the time, and in 
our subsequent trials of inconvertible 
paper the fault was due to the laxity 
or necessity of the general govern- 
ment. 
The arrangement under the articles 
was scarcely worthy of the name of 
government. It was only a travesty 
on one branch of a sjovernment. There 
were no executive ollicers, properly so 
called, or any executive head, nor was 
there any judicial division. Congress, 
or as it was more usually called "the 
Congress," was simply a one-cham- 
bered legislative body with very little 
of a legislative character. It was 
about as useful as a spiked cannon. 
The Constitution changed all this and 
gave us an executive head and division, 
a Federal judiciary, and a direct con- 
tact between the central government 
and the people ; principles that may 
well be placed along side that of inter- 
state free trade as the ones by which 
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was finally derived the great strength 
of the new government. 
We look hack on the history of our 
thirteen countries under the articles, 
and on the subsequent history of our 
one country under the charter of 1787. 
and we declare the Constitution has 
saved us from the fate of Europe. 
Rut do we rightly judge our past in 
saying this? The truth would he that 
the Constitution opened hefore us mag- 
nificent possibilities, and we have with 
a large measure of success heen able 
to realize these possibilities. There is 
nothing inherent in the Constitution to 
guarantee progress. Other countries 
have tried the same scheme and have 
not always been even so successful as 
we ; they have even disastrously failed. 
No, the best constitution in the world 
is but paper, if it is not backed by a 
trained nation of thinkers; and while 
we honor the men of 17«7, who through 
a bitter experience were led to see the 
force of circumstances, and accept a 
blessing, we must not forget that there 
was much before. It has heen well 
said that the Constitution was wrung 
from the grinding necessities of an 
unwilling people; but many a people 
would have proceeded to civil war in 
such an event. The fact that we were 
able to deliberate on such a volcano 
we owe to the forces that made our 
political fabric what it was ; to Ger- 
many for the ancient Teutonic institu- 
tions of freedom, which the Saxon 
ancestors of the founders of New En- 
gland and Virginia brought with them 
into Britain ; to England for the cent- 
uries of development and improvement 
that she brought to   bear   upon those 
institutions; to Scotland and Ireland 
for the lessons of sturdy self-reliance 
offered by their sons upon this soil; 
to Holland for the examples and pre- 
cepts of national greatness so ably 
exhibited to the Pilgrims of Plymouth 
and to the founders of New Nether- 
land ; and last but not least to the 
century and a half of experience in 
the management of free local govern- 
ment, preparing us for the broader 
field of the Federal government. 
From all these sources were derived 
the bone and muscle of our country, 
and then in 1787 was brought the Con- 
stitution, a heart to throb with life. 
Put much yet remained to do in the 
welding of the states, and had a group 
of men of different caliber from Wash- 
ington and Hamilton and their com- 
peers been placed to launch the ship of 
state, a result far different might have 
been attained. It would not have been 
hard, as Daniel Webster saw, so to 
interpret the Constitution as to make 
it no better than the articles, but the 
keenness of our first administrations 
and the march of progress under a 
kind and beneficent Providence did 
otherwise decree. To-day we stand 
united, with one country, one patri- 
otism, one flag; and whenever and 
wherever, whether in New England, or 
in the South, patriotism to the State 
has raised itself as treason to the 
Nation, the thunders of an outraged 
people have loudly called a halt, and 
the voice of the people has been the 
voice of God. 
-♦-♦- 
"Every friend multiplies myself." 
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LOCALS. 
Ta-ra-ra-boom-der-e. 
Marden, '98, is official scorer for the 
ball team. 
The Kodak fiends are abroad in all 
their hostile war-paint. 
Brown, ".)f), is recovering from qnite 
a severe attack of the measles. 
Each of the three lower classes has 
indulged in a class walk this term. 
Field, '94, succeeds Howard, '92, as 
proprietor of the college bookstore. 
The college team has not yet lost a 
single game in the championship series. 
Garland, '90, and Nickersou, '91, 
have been at the college recently. 
The sanctum is much improved with 
its new carpet. Let the good work go 
on, Mr. Manager. 
During the absence of Shepard, '92, 
who isoneof the librarians, Joiner, '98, 
is acting as substitute. 
We are informed that Teddy is con- 
templating going on the stage as an 
impersonator bf female character. 
The Sophomore leaders of divisions 
in Botany are: Thompson, Hamilton, 
Miss GerrUh, and Miss Green. 
The land next to the gymnasium has 
been further graded, giving space for 
three new tennis courts of clay. 
Hoffman, '93, C. C. Brackett, '94, 
and Graves, '94, are among the 
new converts to the bicycle. 
The band is doing good work. They 
have procured new uniforms and are 
practicing marching. 
The class in German are taking the 
History of German Literature in con- 
nection with their regular work. 
A supper was given to the base-ball 
men, Thursday evening, April 21st, 
by O. J. Hackett of Auburn. 
Manager Little expects to arrange 
a game for Memorial Day, with the 
Murray and Irwin ball team of Boston. 
We are glad to report that Professor 
Hand has so far recovered from his 
recent illness as to be able to attend to 
his classes again. 
Small, '94, Morrell, '95, and Weeks, 
'95, have been appointed special 
police for the ball games on the college 
grounds. 
The Juniors have elected Spratt, 
Winslow, Yeaton, and Miss Little, as 
leaders of division for the Field-work 
in Botany. 
E. C. Andrews, the Lewiston hatter, 
will give one of his finest silk hats to 
the manager of the team winning the 
intercollegiate championship. 
Joiner, '93, our Y. M. C. A. depu- 
tation man, made a visit to Kent's Hill, 
April 30th and May 1st, and to Colby, 
May 14th and 15th. 
S. (translating in Jungfrau)—"Am 
I a sinner worthy of such a Grace?" 
Professor (with a smile of apprecia- 
tion)—"Perhaps so." 
Professor Hartshorn recently de- 
livered an address, upon the subject, 
" A Trip Through Germany," before 
the Polymnian Society. 
The canvas fence along the College 
Street side of the ball grounds is a 
marked improvement, and has already 
paid for itself several times over. 
1 
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Sims, '98, is serving as principal of 
the Lisbon High School, in place of 
Libby, '86, who was unable to finish 
the term on account of sickness. 
The members of the ball team, with 
their ladies, were very pleasantly en- 
tertained, Saturday evening, May 7th, 
by Professor and Mrs. Hartshorn. 
The evening of May 18th was 
passed very pleasantly by the members 
of '98, at a candy party given at the 
home of their classmate, Miss Gould. 
Haynes, '93, has completed his school 
in Unity, Me., and returned to his 
work. Small, '93, has also returned 
after a few weeks spent in book can- 
vassing. 
Warren E. Dutton, formerly of the 
class of '98, was at the college, May 
17th and 18th. He is located in Port- 
land where he occupies a responsible 
position with Atkinson & Co. 
The next issue of the STUDENT will 
be a double number, and will not be 
out until the last of June, in order 
that we may give a report of the exer- 
cises of Commencement week. 
A petition recently presented at the 
chapel exercises gave the college an 
opportunity to express its very general 
sentiment in favor of closing the gates 
of the World's Fair on Sunday. 
Pennell, '93, first-baseman on the 
college nine, has been signed to play 
the same position on the Portland New 
England league team. Owing to his 
college work he will not join them 
until June 1st. 
Professor (in Chemistry)—"Mr. 
Stickney, what is the reason that two 
atoms of hydrogen unite with one atom 
of oxygen?" Stickney (in a deliber- 
ating tone)—"As far as I know there 
is no reason." 
Professor Hayes's recitation room 
has been furnished with four large 
tables for the division work in the 
Botany classes. Both classes are 
pursuing the work of plant analysis 
with great zeal. 
At a recent meeting of the Y. W. C. 
A. a letter was read from Rev. J. E. 
Cummings, a missionary at Henzada, 
Burmah, India, which related in an in- 
teresting manner how he happened to 
become a missionary. 
Professor (in Chemistry)—"MissH., 
do you know how a match is made ? " 
(Miss II. assumes a look of surprised 
innocence.) Professor—"I mean the 
kind that I hold in my hand." (A 
general sigh of relief.) 
On the afternoon of Arbor day the 
Juniors were entertained with a soap- 
bubble party, given in the lower chapel 
by Miss Hodgdon. '93. The prizes for 
blowing the largest bubbles were 
awarded to Messrs. Stickney and 
Moulton. 
The Intercollegiate Field-Day has 
apparently falleu through. Bowdoin 
shows no disposition of yielding in her 
demand that men from the Medical 
School shall be allowed to contest, and 
Colby and Bates refuse to enter unless 
the Medical Students are barred. 
Arbor day was celebrated with 
shovels and Kodaks. A few hours 
after the celebration the janitor was 
seen going around in a quiet and un- 
obtrusive way  to  gather in the trees 
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that bad been planted  with the wrong 
end toward the zenith. 
We have received the following from 
an alumna of the college : 
A meeting of alumnre, interested in the 
formation of a Bates Alumna) Association, 
will be held on Wednesday of Commencement 
week, at 2 P.M., in the Polymnian rooms. 
There is great need of such an organization, 
and it is urgently requested that all Bates 
alumna-, who possibly can, will be present at 
this meeting. 
The Seniors have made the follow- 
ing appointments for Class Day : Ora- 
tion,,!. R. Little ; Poem, E. E. Osgood ; 
History, L. M. Sanborn; Prophecy, 
H. E. Walter; Address to Halls and 
Campus, W. B. Skelton ; Address to 
Undergraduates, W. II. Putnam ; Part- 
ing Address, E. W. Emery. 
The base-ball game between two 
divisions of the Sophomore class, which 
occurred May 7th, resulted in a score 
of 21 to 1G in favor of the Fumblers 
And consequently a treat was served 
up to the class a few evenings later, in 
the lower chapel, at the expense of the 
Muffers and Fumblers. 
The tennis tournament to determine 
the men who shall represent the college 
at the Intercollegiate tourney at Port- 
land, June 7th, has not been finished 
as we go to press. Howard, '1)2, has 
won first place in the singles, and will, 
therefore, be one of the representa- 
tives in singles, but the second man in 
singles and the doubles have not yet 
been decided. 
A. W. Anthoine, the Lisbon Street 
jeweler, offers an elegant gold-lined 
prize cup to the member of the Bates 
nine making the most runs during the 
intercollegiate games.   The cup stands 
nearly a foot high, and is elaborately 
engraved by hand. An alumnus of '77, 
who docs not wish his name to be 
made public, also offers a prize of five 
dollars to the Bates man reaching first 
base the most times. 
The Seniors were exploring Mount 
David in search of geological speci- 
mens, and had been directed by the 
Professor to ascertain the nature of 
the soil on the summit. One of the 
explorers (bringing a sample of it to 
the Professor)—"What would you 
call this?" Professor (with mind re- 
verting to a crematory episode of the 
summer of '!»0) —" I should say that 
it bears a strong resemblance to Anna- 
mal remains." 
The Republican students of the col- 
lege organized a Republican club, 
April 27th. It is to be known as The 
Bates College Frye and Dingley Repub- 
lican Club. The officers are : President, 
Wilson. '92 ; Vice-President, Sturges, 
'i)3 ; Secretary, Cook, ".)4 ; Treasurer, 
Thompson, '04 ; Executive Committee, 
Sanborn, '92, Spratt, '98, Pierce, '94, 
Hutchins, '1)5. • Fanning, ".13, was 
elected to represent the club at the gen- 
eral convention held at Ann Arbor, 
May 17th. 
Mr. Junior (to two Miss Juniors, on 
the way to the Chemistry class) — 
" What's the matter with Professor 
Jordan ? We have Hartshorn in Chem- 
istry this morning ?" Two Miss 
Juniors (in wild dismay)—kt O-o-o ! ! ! 
What shall we do? We live in his 
house, and we were out all last even- 
ing." Mr. Junior—"O, I mean Spirits 
of   Hartshorn,   not   Professor Harts- 
• 
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horn." (Exit Mr. Junior round the 
corner with both hands clasping his 
pompadour.) 
The Y. M. C. A. received a visit 
from State Secretary Sheltou and dep- 
utation men, W. B. Tuthill of Colby, 
and P. J. Lihby of Bowdoin, who held 
meetings Saturday evening and Sun- 
day, April 23d and 24th. The meet- 
ing Saturday evening was devoted to a 
report of the Deputation Convention 
at Dartmouth by Joiner, '9:5, and a dis- 
cussion of the question of Bible Study. 
Sunday afternoon Mr. Tuthill gave a 
stirring address in behalf of the Stu- 
dents' Volunteer Movement. 
The Commencement Concert prom- 
ises to be of a high order of excellence. 
The committee on arrangements has 
secured the following array of well- 
known talent: The Myron W. Whitney 
Male Quartet, which is pronounced by 
critics one of the finest organizations 
of its kind in the country ; Myron W. 
Whitney as bass soloist; the Adani- 
owski String Quartet, all of whose 
members are prominent soloists of the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra. In ad- 
dition to the above, an endeavor is 
also being made to secure Mrs. Alice 
Shaw, the world-renowned whistler, for 
the occasion. 
The Athletic Association has de- 
cided to hold its annual Field-Day ex- 
ercises on June 6th. The events will 
be : running high jump, running broad 
jump, standing high jump, standing 
broad jump, hundred yards dash, 220 
yards dash, quarter-mile run, half-mile 
run, mile run, two mile run, mile walk, 
throwing base-ball, putting shot, throw- 
ing hammer (contestants limited to 
140 pounds), pole vault, hitch and 
kick, standing high kick, running high 
kick, 120 yards hurdle. All entries 
should be made before 9 P.M., June 
1st, to one of the following committee : 
Skelton, '1)2, Hoffman, '98, French, 
'94, Campbell, '95. 
The officers and committees of the 
Y. W. C. A., as chosen for the ensu- 
ing year, are as follows: President, 
Miss Conant, '93; Vice-President, 
Miss Cummings, '94 ; Treasurer, Miss 
Green, '94 ; Recording Secretary, Miss 
Foster, '95 ; Corresponding Secretary, 
Miss Green, '94. Committees: Mem- 
bership, Miss Little, '9:5, Miss Cum- 
mings, '94, Miss Neal, '95; Devo- 
tional, Miss Bean, '93, Miss Green, 
"94, Miss Staples, '95 ; Bible Study, 
Miss Church, '9:!, Miss Gerrish, '94, 
Miss Wright, '9;'); Missionary, Miss 
Gould, '98, Miss Summerbell, '95, Miss 
Williams, '95; Nominating, Miss 
Bailey, '93, Miss Peunell, '94, Miss 
Hastings, '95. 
The second lecture on Pedagogics 
was delivered April 21st by Superin- 
tendent Stuart, of Lewiston, who spoke 
on "School Government and Disci- 
pline." His treatment of the subject 
was eminently practical and presented 
many good points. He especially em- 
phasized the thought that discipline is 
a means to an end, and that the teacher 
should study the individual character- 
istics of the scholar. All pupils can 
not be treated alike, as some allowance 
must be made for their home training. 
The speaker treated his subject in four 
principal divisions as follows :   objects 
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—good order ; self-government. Sug- 
gestions— govern yourself; self-pos- 
session ; be kind, firm, and just; be 
not changeable ; not talkative, inter- 
ested in pupil; insist on promptness ; 
allow no answering back ; cultivate un- 
selfishness. Offenses—unintentional; 
mischievous; vicious. Treatment— 
reproof ; privation ; ranking ; corporal 
punishment;    suspension ;   expulsion. 
The third lecture in the Pedagogical 
course was listened to with much in- 
terest on the evening of April 28th. 
The subject was School Supervision, 
and the speaker, Superintendent Stetson 
of Auburn, gave evidence of great in- 
terest in his work, as well as an appre- 
ciation of the ludicrous in some of the 
incidents of his experience. The fol- 
lowing is a brief outline of his treatment 
of the subject: The best preparation 
for superintendentship is, first, birth 
and early education in the country; 
second, a college education ; and third, 
teaching in a large country or village 
school. He then discussed some of the 
difficulties which the supervisor is apt 
to encounter in his four relations: 
first and most important of all, his re- 
lation to the pupils; secondly, to the 
teachers; thirdly, to the committee: 
and fourthly, to the community. 
The fourth of the Pedagogical lect- 
ures was delivered May f>th, by J. R. 
Dunton, Principal of the Lewiston 
Grammar School, upon the subject of 
Grammar Schools. His remarks were 
chiefly confined to a description of the 
machinery and methods in use at the 
grammar school of this city. 
Professor Jordan delivered the fifth 
lecture in the course, on the evening 
of May 12th, upon the subject of High 
School Principalship, or, as subdivided, 
Things that a High School Principal 
should be and things that he should 
do. Under the first division the con- 
clusion was that he should be : cour- 
teous ; good-looking, in the sense of 
showing in his face an interest in those 
around him ; impartial; courageous ; 
willing to assume responsibility ; char- 
itahle ; and hopeful, having faith in 
God and in mankind. Under the 
second division of the subject,—the 
principal should set the pupils at work 
as soon as possible and keep them at 
work up to the end of the term ; unify 
the school, make it a unit in his own 
mind by arranging the course of study 
and by general exercises ; adopt a per- 
manent policy ; systematize the work 
both of classes and of teachers; de- 
cide what studies are essential and 
what are not, and emphasize the essen- 
tial ; outline the work and direct the 
methods of* his assistants ; consult his 
assistants as to the management of the 
school, but draw his own conclusions 
and assume the responsibility; and 
finally he should have some special line 
of work as a safeguard against becom- 
ing general and theoretical in his 
manner of thought. 
Besides the championship games the 
college nine has played the follow- 
ing: 
At Lewiston, April 21st, A.M. : 
SCORE  BY  INNINGS. 
12840678 
Bates, 3   0   3   0   0   0   1   0—7 
Presurapscots,    .    .0000201   0—3 
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April 21st, P.M. : 
SCORE  BY  INNINGS. 
128456789 
Bates 01110800   x-(i 
Lewistons,    ..02010000   0—3 
At Lewis ton, April 30th: 
SCORE  BY  INNINGS. 
1   2   :s   4   5   (J   7   8   0 
Hates 202   20   1010—8 
Lewistons,   ..00012660   0—15 
Following are the tubulated scores of 
the league games in which the Hates 
team has participated : 
At Lewiston, April 27th : 
MATES. 
A.It.    H.    Hi.   T.B. 8.II. P.O.   A.    E. 
Hoffman, 2b., .521103    :s    2 
Wilson, c.f.,     .    (J      1      0     0     1      2     0     0 
Putnam, l.f.,   . 5    :: :; :s    0    1    0    0 
I'ennell, lb.,    .03271701 
Wakefield, 31)., 42 0 00021 
Bracket, s.s., . 0     3 2 2     0     2     0     2 
Campbell, r.f., 6    2 1 1     0    2    0    0 
Emery, c,   .   . 4     3 1 1     0   10     3    0 
Mildrjun, p.,     . 5      1 1 1      1      0     0     0 
Totals,   .    . 40   20    11    l(i     3   27     8     (j 
COLBY. 
A.B.    B.   111.   Ml. S.II. P.O.   A.    B. 
Hall, l.f., ..41110002 
Kalloch, r.f., .52110411 
Bonney, lb., .31140!) 3 3 
Latlip, 31)., ..520001 3 li 
Hoxie, 2b., ..51330042 
Reynolds, c, .51000012 
Jackson, s.s., .401 10122 
Nasb, c.f., ..50111000 
Purington, p., .51110012 
Totals,   .   . 41     9     i)   12     1   27   15   20 
SCORE  BY  INNINGS. 
12    3   4 0   7   8   9 
0   1    0   7    (i    1    2    2    1—20 
0   4    0   0   0   0   2   3   0—9 
Bates, .    .    . 
Colby, .   .    . 
Earned runs—Bates, 4; Colby, 5. Tbree-base 
hit—Pennell. Home runs—Pennell, Bonney. 
Stolen bases—Bates, 15; Colby, 5. Double 
plays—Kalloch and Hoxie. Bases on balls- 
Bates, 5; Colby, 7. Hit by pitched ball—Lat- 
lip. Struck out— by Mildram, 9; by Puring- 
ton, 3. Passed balls—Emery, 2. Time of 
game—2 hours 80 minutes.  Umpire—Scannell. 
a 
At Brunswick, May 4th : 
BATES. 
_    _ A.B.    R.   IB.   T.B. S.II. P.O.   A.     B. 
Hoffman, 2b., .231 1031 0 
Wilson, c.f., p., 5 10 0 14 3 0 
Putnam, l.f., . 5 3 3 0 0 2 1 0 
Pennell, lb., .511 1 0 12 0 0 
Waketiold, 3b., 3 11 10 2 2 2 
Pulstter, s.s.,   .50001131 
Campbell, r.f., 3 3 2 3 0 0 0 0 
Emery, c, . . 2 2 2 2 0 1 3 1 
Mildram, p.,    .    5      1      2      2     0      1     3     0 
Totals,  .. 35   15   12    16     2 *26   10     4 
BOWDOIN. 
A.B.    R.    IB.   T.B. S.II. I'.O.   A.    K. 
Allen, 0.,     ..52221421 
Savage, lb., .32112900 
Fairbanks, 3b., 4 10 0 0 2 2 2 
Hinkley, l.f., .411 10120 
Hutchinson,2b., 5 1 2 5 1 2 G 3 
Downes, r.f., . 5 2 3 3 0 10 0 
Sykes, s.s., ..41221211 
Chapman, c.f., 5 0 2 3 13 0 0 
Jones, p., . . 4 0 1 10 0 3 0 
French, p.,   .    .    1      0     0      0     0     0     1     0 
Totals,   .    . 40    10    14    18     (i   24    17    ~7 
"Chapman out, hit by batted ball. 
SCORE  BY   INNINGS. 
12    3   4    5   0   7    8   9 
Bates,      ...    5   0   5   4    1    0   0   0   x—15 
Bowdoin,      ..20012030   2—10 
Earned runs—Bates, 2; Bowdoin. 2. Two- 
base hits—Campbell, Hiitchinson, Chapman. 
Three-base hit —Hutchinson. Home run- 
Putnam. Stolen bases—Bates, 9; Bowdoin, 
7. Bases on balls—Bates, 11; Bowdoin, 5. 
Struck out—by Mildram. 3; bv French, 1. 
Passed balls—Emery, 2; Allen. Wild pitches- 
Jones, 2. Time of game—2 hours 15 minutes. 
Umpire—Scannell. 
At Lewiston, May 7th : 
BATES. 
„   „ A.B.   R.    IB.   T.B. 8.11. P.O.   A.     E. 
Hoffman, 2b., .242 20500 
Wilson, c.f., .421 20100 
Putnam, l.f., .0 2220101 
I'ennell, lb., .54110011 
Wakefield, 3b., 3 4 12 0 3 2 1 
I'ulsifer, s.s., . 0 4 5 13 0 1 1 ] 
Campbell, r,f., 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Emery, c, . . 3 1 1 l 1 9 5 0 
Mildram, p.,    .   5     2     0     0    0     1     1     1 
Totals,  .    . 40   25   15   25     1   27   10     5 
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BOWDOIN. 
A.n. u. in. T.H. H II. r.o. A. E. 
Allen, c, p., .2 8 0 0 0 4 4 1 
Savage, lb., .22002822 
Fairbanks, 8b., 4 1110 4 11 
Downes, r.f., .40350101 
Hutcbinson,2b.e.5 0 110 12 1 
Hinkley, l.f.,   .41110210 
Chapman, c.f.,   51000100 
Jones, p.,     .    .    5     0     0     0     0     1      5     8 
Sykes, s.s., ..82220206 
Totals,  .    . .'S4    10     8    10     2   24    15    15 
SCORE  BY   INNINGS. 
12   3   4    5   6   7   8   9 
Bates,     . 
Bowdoin, 
13   0 2   5   0   x—25 
14010301   0—10 
Earned runs—Itat.es, li; Bowdoin, 1. Two- 
base bits—Wilson, Wakefield, Pulsifer (2). 
Tbree-base bit—Downes. Home runs—Pul- 
sifer, 2. Stolen bases—Bates, 10; Bowdoin, 6. 
Double plays—Wakefield, Pennell; Jones, 
Hatehinson, Fairbanks. Bases on balls- 
Bates, 11; Bowdoin, 7- Struck out—by Mil- 
dram, 10; by Jones,4; by Allen, 1. Passed 
balls—Emery, 3; Allen, 2. Time of game—2 
hours 15 minutes.    Umpire—Scannell. 
At Waterville, May 11th: 
BATES. 
A.B.    R.    111.   T.H. S.II. l'.O.   A.     K. 
Hoffman, 2b., .32 1 1042 1 
Campbell, r.f., 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 1 
Putnam, l.f., . 0 3 3 3 0 3 2 0 
Pennell, lb., .52 240800 
Wakefield, 3b., (i 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 
Pulsifer, s.s., . (i 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
Little, c.f., ..32001201 
Emery, C, ..41111321 
Wilson, p., c.f., 4 2 110 13 0 
Mildram, p.,    .   2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
Totals,   .    . 45    17    10    12     3    27    10     5 
COLBY. 
A.H.    R.    IB.   T.ll. 8.H. P.O.   A.     E. 
Hall, l.f., ..30120111 
Kalloch, r.f. .52220100 
Bouncy, lb., .4000 1 10 00 
Latlip, 3b.. ..50350115 
Hoxie, 2b., ..51110113 
Reynolds, c, . 5 1 2 4 0 6 1 1 
Jackson, s.s., .3 0000153 
Nash, c.f., . . 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 2 
Purington,p.,c.f.,2 10 0 0 0 11 
Barnes, p.,  .    .    1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
SCOKE  BY  INNINGS. 
12    3   4   5    0   7    8   «.l 
Bates 2412   6011   x—17 
Colby,      ...101004000—6 
Earned runs—Bates, 4; Colby, 1. Two-base 
bit —Hall. Three-base hits — Pennell, Rey- 
nolds. Stolen bases—Bates, 10; Colby, 0. 
Double plays—Putnam and Wakefield; Put- 
nam and Pennell; Hall and Reynolds. Bases 
on balls—Bates, 7; Colby, 8. Struck out—by 
Mildram 3; by Purington, 1;by Barnes,4. Time 
of game—2 hours 15 minutes. Umpire—Scan- 
nell. 
At Lewiston, May 18th : 
BATES. 
A.B. R.   IB. T.B. S.II. P.O.   A.    E. 
Hoffman, 2b., .    5     2     2     5     0 15 1 
Wilson, 3b., .    (i      1      2     4      1 2     2 0 
Putnam, l.f., .    i;     1     1     1     0 2     0 0 
Pennell, lb., .   3    3    l    4    o 8    o o 
Pulsifer, s.s., .   5     12     2     0 12 1 
Little, c.f.,   . .   4     3     2     (i     0 0     0 0 
Brackett, r.f., .41000 0     00 
Emery, c,    . .    2     4      1      3     0 10     o l 
Mildram, p., .32111 3     3 1 
38    18    12   26     2   27    12     4 
COLBY. 
A.B. K.   IB. T.B. 8.H. P.O.    A.   E. 
Hall, c.f., ..41221300 
Kalloch, r.f.,    .31001000 
Bonney, lb.,   .  2    0   0   0    0   8    2    0 
Latlip, l.f., ..51110100 
Hoxie, 2b., . . 5 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 
Reynolds, 0.,.   01140620 
Lombard, 3b., . 5 0 110 3 11 
Jackson, s.s., .51110002 
Barnes, p., . . 2 2 0 0 0 3 2 0 
Purington, p., .   1     0     0     0     0    0     1     0 
Totals, .    . 34     6     9   14     1   24   10   10 
37     7     G     9     2   27    10     4 
Innings,     .    1   2   3   4   5   G   7   8   9 
Bates,       .    ..0034    2    117   0—18 
Colby,      ...00040100   2—7 
Earned runs—Bates, 5; Colby, 3. Two-base 
hit—Little. Three-base hits—Wilson, Emery. 
Home runs—Hoffman, Pennell, Little, and 
Reynolds. Stolen bases—Bates, 14; Colby, 3. 
Double plays—Barnes, bonney, and Reynolds. 
Bases on balls—Bates, 7; Colby, 5. Struck 
out—by Mildram, G; by Barnes, 5; by Puring- 
ton, 1. Time—2 hours 15 minutes. Umpire- 
Scan nell. 
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ALUMNI   DEPARTMENT. 
J. 
3 
[The alumni are respectfully requested to send 
to these columns Communications, Personals, and 
everything of interest concerning the college and 
its graduates.J 
ALUMNI   NOTES. 
The Bates Alumni Association of 
Maine held their annual dinner at the 
Hotel Atwood, May 20th. Prof. G. B. 
Files, 'G!>, is President of this Associa- 
tion, and ,1. L. Reade, '83, Secretary. 
A full report of the banquet will be 
given in our next issue. 
'83.—Arrangements are being made 
for a reunion of the class of '83 at 
Commencement. O. L. Frisbee, J. L. 
Reade, and L. 15. Hunt have the 
matter in charge. 
'DO—Fifteen of this class have already 
signified their intention to be present 
at the Commencement Reunion. The 
class of '!)() assess each member one 
dollar a year, the sum at the end of 
live years to be used for the improve- 
ment of the library. 
COMMUNICATION. 
Alumni Editor of Student : 
1WISII to urge through your columns 
a more general attendance of alumni 
upon the annual meeting of the Alumni 
Association in June. Outside of an 
active few the interest displayed in its 
affairs has seemed to be in the last 
stages of consumption. The body of 
alumni is now large enough to be a 
great power in college affairs and to 
exert a powerful influence in the im- 
provement of the financial condition 
of the institution. United and unani- 
mous action is necessary.    If alumni 
will make as much exertion to be 
present at this meeting as they make 
to dine in the gymnasium, new life and 
power will be given to the organization. 
Alumna;, also, should put forth an 
extra effort to be present and enroll 
themselves as members of the Alumna; 
Association, which will be organized 
during Commencement week. 
The annual meeting of the College 
Club will be held on Wednesday, June 
29th, at 4.30 P.M., in the room of the 
Furosophian Society. 
WM. F. GARCELON. 
IN   MEMORY  OF  A.  C.   H., V\. 
I Lines Written at the Instance of a visit to the old 
home and last resting place of A. C. Hutehinson, 
in Antrim, S. II., by his classmate, K. L. Pugsley.] 
I go to see the place where tliey have laid him, 
The spot where our beloved lies at rest; 
Cold is the couch and damp that they   have 
made him, 
Yet is the soul of our beloved blest. 
And,   though  erewhile the  snows lay deep 
above him, 
And frosts of winter pierced his lowly bed, 
Yet unto such as knew in life to love him, 
The soul of our beloved is not dead. 
The form that here in dreamless sleep is lying, 
Is nature's remnant that must soon decay; 
But dust to dust is not the end of dying,— 
The soul of our beloved lives to-day. 
But now the spring-time conies, and, softly 
stealing 
O'er leafless wood and grass plot brown and 
sear, 
And from theso forms of death  new life re- 
vealing, 
She weaves the  matchless garment of the 
year. 
So life o'er death shall ever be victorious; 
And though in grief our tears for him are shed, 
His crosses borne, he wears a crown more 
glorious 
Than ever hath adorned a kingly head. 
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May we who, for a season, yet remaining, 
Must bear the heat and burden of the day, 
In simple faith, without complaint or feign- 
ing, 
Our Father's will and Duty's call obey. 
PERSONALS. 
'69.—Rev. Win. II. Bolster, who has 
become pastor of the Harvard Con- 
gregational Church at Dorchester, 
Mass., previous to his departure from 
Weymouth was tendered a farewell 
reception by his parishioners. A purse 
of $200 was presented to the retiring 
pastor. Rev. Mr. Holster was also 
tendered a complimentary supper by 
the Weymouth Club. 
'71.—The late consular reports, No. 
186 and No. 137, contain the report of 
United States Minister, Hon. J. T. 
Abbot, as to the foreign commerce of 
Columbia, with statistics; also his re- 
port as to the regulations for commerce 
with the San Bias coast. 
'71.—Rev. Thomas Spooner, pastor 
of the Free Baptist church at Lawrence, 
Mass., lias been giving a series of Sun- 
day evening sermons on the "Pilgrim's 
Progress." Stereopticon views have 
been used, and large congregations 
have been present. The pastor enters 
upon the fifth year of his work at this 
place with excellent prospects. 
'75.—F. L. Evans, Esq., has been 
again elected city solicitor of Salem, 
Mass. 
'75.—Mayor A. M. Spear, of Gardi- 
ner, will deliver the address Memorial 
Day at Bath. 
'711.—Rev. R. F. Johonnot and wife 
left Lewiston, Friday noon, April 20th, 
for their new home at Oak Park, 
Chicago. Many friends said good-bye 
to them at the depot. Mr. and Mrs. 
Johonnot leave behind them a large 
circle of friends. Previous to their 
departure they were tendered a farewell 
reception at the residence of E. M. 
Briggs, Esq., Mountain Avenue. J. 
R. Dunton, '87, principal of the gram- 
mar school, after solos had been sung, 
in an effective speech presented Rev. 
Mr. Johonnot with an elegant gold 
watch, the gift of the Bates Street 
parish. 
'80.—Prof. I. F. Frisbee, principal 
of the Latin School, Lewiston, has 
issued the prospectus of the Ocean 
Park, Old Orchard, School of Oratory 
for a term of three weeks, beginning 
July 1 OLli and closing August 5th. 
Professor Frisbee managed this school 
with great success last year. 
'81.—Rev. F. C. Emerson, of Mad- 
ison, Me., has accepted a call to the 
Congregational church of Audubon, 
Minn. 
'81.—C. S. Ilaskellhas recently been 
elected president of the Jersey City 
Teachers' Association, which has a 
membership of 4;">o. Mr. Haskell is 
organizing a European excursion that 
is to include the important places of 
interest in England, France, and Bel- 
gium. The party is to start June 2!>th. 
The trip, which is six weeks in length, 
costs $300, and cannot fail to be of the 
greatest enjoyment to all members. 
'81.—Geo. L. Record, of .Jersey 
City, an enthusiastic champion of free 
trade and Grover Cleveland, recently 
addressed a large audience at New- 
ark, N. ,L 
> 
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'81.—Among the interested alumni 
at the opening game of the college 
league, we noticed Rev. H. E. Foss of 
Bangor. The trustees of the Grace 
Methodist Church, of which Mr. Foss 
is pastor, have voted to inerease his 
salary to $1,!)()(). 
'81.—Rev. R. E. Gilkey preached 
an anniversary sermon to the Odd Fel- 
lows in the Free Baptist Church, Rich- 
mond, Sunday, April 24th. Rev. Mr. 
Gilkey having accepted a call to preach 
in Dover, N. II., began his labors 
there May 8th. 
'82.—G. 1'. Fmmons, M.D., and 
wife have a son. born May 4th. 
'85.—.John M. Nichols, we under- 
stand is taking an advanced course in 
Chemistry at Cornell University. 
'8f>.—Among the recent visitors to 
the college has been C.T. Walter, A.M., 
manager of a successful publishing 
house at St. Johnsbury, Vt. The St. 
Johnsbury Republican, of which Mr. 
Walter is editor, has been changed to 
a daily, the first number being issued 
May 19th. 
'8(5.—From the Eastern Gazette of 
April 21st we take the following : " A 
local institution to which the people of 
this place point with especial pride is 
the Monson Academy. For the year 
which is drawing to a close the school 
has been under the instruction of Mr. 
C. E. B. Libby. Mr. Libby has given 
the greatest satisfaction, and although 
he has had flattering offers to go else- 
where, he will remain here for another 
year. An old resident says he is the 
only teacher that has ever been in 
charge of this school who has appar- 
ently suited everybody." 
'87.—Jesse Bailey, who will graduate 
from Yale Divinity School, May 18th, 
has accepted a call to become pastor of 
Kmanuel Congregational Church, of 
Watertown, N. Y., a city of 18,000 
inhabitants, twenty miles from the 
Thousand Isles. Mr. Bailey will re- 
ceive a fine salary, and will enter upon 
his work at once. 
'89.—Tin; spring term of the Lee 
Normal Academy closed on Friday, 
May 6th, with an enjoyable entertain- 
ment. " Eighty students have been in 
attendance this spring," says a report, 
" and the exercises of examination 
showed hard work on the part of 
teachers and students. Lee Normal 
Academy, under its present principal, 
W. E. Kinney, is fully sustaining the 
high rank it has so long maintained." 
'89.—A. L. Safford, principal of the 
high school at Fittsfield, N. II., has 
been elected superintendent of schools 
for the district composed of Shelburne, 
Buckland, and Coleraine, Mass. His 
address is Shelburne Falls, Mass. 
'89.—Rev. II. W. Small, wife, and 
son, of Knoxville, Tenn., have been 
visiting Mr. Small's parents at Lisbou 
Falls. Mr. Small, it will be remem- 
bered, at one time thought of going to 
India. We learn that he is now a 
member of the Methodist denomination 
and has in view a pastorate near Rock- 
land. 
'90.—Eli Edgecomb, of Leeds, was 
married, May 1st, by Rev. F. C. 
Rogers, to Miss Eva May Fickett, of 
Auburn. 
'90.—William F. Garcelon has re- 
cently visited Lewiston and the college. 
Mr. Garcelon, we learn, is not presi- 
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dent of the Philadelphia Y. M. C. A., 
as was stated in our last issue, but 
president of the Debating Club con- 
nected with this Association. 
»90.—-G. p. Garland will, in June, 
take a position with a Chicago business 
house. 
'90.—E. W. Morrell, principal of the 
Montpclier (Vt.) Seminary, is giving 
excellent satisfaction, and has had his 
salary increased during the year. 
'HO.—C. J. Nichols is studying law 
in the oflice of A. F. Moulton, Esq., 
Portland. 
".10.—The Springfield High School 
recently closed a very profitable term 
with interesting exercises by the grad- 
uating class. The principal, Mr. H. 
J. Piper, was the recipient of a memo- 
rial album with signatures of directors, 
graduates, school, and citizens. Mr. 
Piper, we understand, goes to Pitts- 
lield for a few weeks to instruct the 
graduating class in elocution. 
'!>0.—Thomas Singer has resigned 
his position as General Secretary of 
the Lewiston Y. M. C. A. Mr. Singer 
has performed faithful and valuable 
service for the Association, and it was 
hoped that he might be induced to with- 
draw his resignation, hut on account of 
ill health he feels compelled to lay 
aside for a time the work for which he 
has proved himself so well fitted. At 
a special meeting of the board of man- 
agers, Mr. Singer's resignation was 
regretfully accepted, and resolutions 
expressing appreciation of his work 
were unanimously adopted. 
'<)!.—Miles Greenwood has a posi- 
tion with the firm of C. O. Morrell, 
Lisbon Street, Lewiston. 
'91.—A pleasant reception was given 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic W. Plummer 
at their new home on Church Hill, 
Winthrop, last Friday evening. The 
members of the Winthrop Literary 
Club, together with the pupils of the 
high school, and many prominent citi- 
zens of the town called to offer their 
congratulations and good wishes to the 
newly married couple. Rev. C. W. 
Porter, in behalf of the company, pre- 
sented Ml*, and Mrs. Hummer with a 
beautiful etching, finely framed, and 
two large silver spoons. Compliment- 
ary remarks eoncerning Mr. l'luminer's 
work as principal of the high school, 
and the appreciation of the school 
supervisors and parents in regard to 
the same were made by Dr. A. P. 
Snow and Dr. Taggart. 
—Lewiston Journal. 
'Id.—W. P. Watson has joined the 
staff of the Auburn Gazette. 
-+-++ 
EXCHANGES. 
Many of the exchanges of the 
month are characterized by the retiring 
bow of present boards of editors 
and the modest introduction of a new 
editorial staff.—The change is not ap- 
parent in the pages of the exchanges, 
and they have evidently suffered no 
loss in the transition. Athletics are 
receiving their full share of attention, 
just now, and editorial columns are 
full to monotony of exhortations to ath- 
letic activity and the benefits to be de- 
rived therefrom. Another much-written 
of topic—co-education—is being suffi- 
ciently discussed in college papers.— 
Opinions pro and con are given without 
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reserve, and still the question   is,   as 
yet, unsettled. 
Our friend the Owl, however, decides 
that "co-education has been weighed 
in  the balances  and   found   wanting; 
that women by nature require a  dif- 
ferent   training   from   that  bestowed 
upon men ; that their place is by the 
fireside ; that their duties in life differ 
in tolo from those of men. and no sys- 
tem of education can be devised which 
will serve as a preparation to both one 
and the other  class."—The   Owl  be- 
lieves in "cultured women but not in 
maidens who are quite at home in cal- 
culus differentiations, and who   would 
gasp and stare if asked to prepare a 
meal."     The   Owl   further   considers 
that   co-education   is    detrimental   to 
progress among students, and that all 
that has been urged in regard to the 
refining   influences   of women   in   col- 
leges   and    universities   has   failed   in 
results.    It seems to us rather early to 
pronounce   in such   unmodified   terms 
the   failure  of   co-education,  in these 
days when large universities are open- 
ing their doors to young ladies and  in 
the continued prosperity of institutions 
that have always been co-edueational. 
We fear the scales were not reliable. 
The Owl believes in cultured women. 
So do we ; and also most heartily in 
the one who is " at home in calculus 
differentiations," and we fail to see how 
the one characteristic is incompatible 
with  the  other.—As   for  girls,   who, 
while at home in calculus differentia- 
tions turn pale when asked to prepare 
a meal, we are   not  acquainted   with 
them on this side the line, and we be- 
lieve, moreover, that thought in mathe- 
matical   lines   tends to no less practi- 
cality than that in some more feminine 
directions.    Women  may be benefited 
by special training in domestic lines— 
most certainly if  their " place   is   by 
the fireside."    But domestic economy 
is not the only thing taught in female 
institutions.—The curriculum is not so 
far different from that in co-educational 
schools.    Broad culture has the same 
basis for men and women and is gained 
by both by not unlike study.    Why is 
questioned the natural easy association 
of young men and women in the seek- 
ing  for   the   foundation   of   broadest 
culture?    Why should   young  women 
be ostracized during the years of their 
education from the forms of society in 
which they must mingle in subsequent 
years?    There may be dangers attend- 
ant upon co-education.— So there are 
in separate institutions, but we believe 
that the results of co-education prove 
it to be quite as conducive to true man- 
hood and womanhood as the separate 
institutions, and that progress instead 
of being hindered by it is made broader 
and truer. 
The Nassau Lit. magazine closes 
the year with the April number, and 
the present board of editors seem to 
have succeeded in making the last 
number the best. It is an ideal college 
magazine, with its bright stories and 
excellent literary articles, its lively 
"Gossip," and "Contributors' Club," 
its interesting "Editor's Table," and 
the gems of poetry that fill its pages. 
"The Doctor speaks" in the April 
number and among other things says : 
"The trouble with young writers, is  that 
they are too apt to write about ideas which do 
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not at all enter their own existence, and that, 
too, in a manner which they hope will  not 
hear the characteristic marks of youth.   The 
result is that what they construct is in no way 
the outcome of their own individuality, and 
hence produces the very effect which they per- 
suaded themselves they were avoiding.    The 
mistake lies in a misconception of what should 
be their object and of themselves in relation 
to that object.   They have an idea that the 
word   ' literary'   refers to a world   and   an 
atmosphere of its own, in a far couutree, en- 
tirely separated and very different from life; 
and that in order to do as the  Romans do, 
one must throw off everything connected with 
his own individuality and put on a dress pre- 
scribed by rule, and altogether distinct from 
that of his ordinary life.   Being ignorant of 
any distinction between what is involved in 
the word 'style'  and what is mere diction, 
phraseology,  and arrangement of  sentences, 
they tell themselves that they are producing 
style when they avail themselves of sonorous 
and perhaps unfamiliar words, clumped in a 
catchy arrangement of clauses, after the model 
they seek to imitate.   Some  one should tell 
them  that by all this process,  though  they 
may   be constructing firmly-scaffolded  para- 
graphs, they are not  producing style.   That 
much-abased term designates a quality which 
has its genius and life-center in deeper meta- 
physical ground than any assumed or acquired 
schemes of phraseology, and can only be edu- 
cated in the way that character—to which  it 
bears a family resemblance—is, namely, in- 
ternally.   The process should be a growth, 
not a building. Of course, as in your character- 
moulding, you may perform an action for sake 
of applause so often that the affectation be- 
comes a natural pose ; so in the cultivation of 
this thing,' style,' you can imitate mannerisms 
until they   become second  nature, but they 
will  always bear the stamp of affectation  to 
the careful reader, and can never become the 
automatic  outcome  of  your  personality, as 
style should  be.     For it is of   a subjective 
rather than  an  objective  nature, and in its 
formation   are   included   one's environment, 
one's   carriage,   one's   attitude   toward    the 
world." 
From an article in the Pennsylvania 
Monthly  on   "College   Supervision" 
the following extract shows one opin- 
ion in regard to it: 
" There is scarcely a more severe or unrea- 
sonable critic of the college rules and regula- 
tions than the average student.   The  cry of 
' kindergarten   methods'   rises  oftenest  from 
the very chaps  who   stand   most  in   need  of 
those same methods, personally and practically 
applied.     And yet there is every reason to be- 
lieve that, in after years, there are no more 
warm supporters of the necessity and use of 
college rules ami regulations, than the fellows 
who were loudest, in their student days,  in 
the opposition to them.    College trained men 
are the men who make the best citizens, ordi- 
narily, and who are most to be depended on 
for support of law and order, in times of danger 
and revolt.    It is not insulting a boy or young 
man to hedge him about with self-acting rules, 
in the days of his preparation  for practical 
life.   Experience has shown that putting the 
average student on his honor is a doubtful 
experiment.    It works out into evil, in a vast 
majority of cases.   Sentiment must give way to 
fact, here. The ultimate results are too valuable 
to be left to themselves for their development. 
That is to say, the growth of the most superb 
character   cannot   be   left   to   itself    with- 
out a very vigilant and vigorous watchfulness. 
Young men are most generally  apt to drift 
with the current, instead of making a current 
for themselves.    If   the current moves  in  a 
right direction, even drifting with it is not the 
bast thing for every one.    We all  need  laws 
for our highest happiness and security.   To 
adapt ourselves, readily, to the rules we meet 
every day is a habit,  whose  first  beginnings 
are rightly conceived to be a part of  educa- 
tional work, in its true sense." 
The month has brought several new 
exchanges to our table, among them 
the Journal, a neat volume of thirty- 
eight pages, published at the University 
of Alabama. The Exponent, pub- 
lished at Fayette, Mo., has also intro- 
duced itself to us, and we are glad to 
welcome it. 
Our Animal Friends is a bright in- 
teresting little magazine, and no doubt 
serves its purpose in creating a wider 
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sympathy for the abused animals it so 
warmly defends. 
We also acknowledge the Speculum, 
published at Michigan State Agricul- 
tural College. The Minotoniam, Me- 
chanic Falls, Me. The Paris Hill 
Record, Paris Hill, Me. The Parker 
Papyrus, Parker College, Winnebago 
City, Minn. The Blue and White, Co- 
lumbia College, New York. The Mt. 
St. Joseph Collegian,  Baltimore, Md. 
POETS' CORNER. 
A  BOTANICAL IDYL. 
When first the sun assurgent scans the sky, 
While on the grass agrestis dewdrops lie, 
When morning zephyrs asperus begin 
To fan the light pubescence on his chin. 
Steals forth the ringent Junior from his lair 
To ruminate for inflorescence rare. 
By ways diffuse and sinuous he goes, 
'Mid herhs heteromorphous and gyrose, 
Where many a deliquescent arbor grows 
With foliate frondescence fibrillose. 
The suffrutescent stolon there reclines 
All strigillase with sarmentaceous spines; 
And every step in his scleroso advance 
He sheds grossypine pappus from his pants. 
And oft an indurated word he speaks, 
But rugosely persistent, still he seeks 
Through farinose ferrugineous mud 
For aestivation valvate in the bud; 
For phaenogams with tubes campanulate, 
Compositae with petals ligulate; 
For vernal inflorescence racemose, 
With ovules amphitrophus and globose; 
Till nited rays umbellate from the sky 
Proclaims the sun is pendulous on high; 
Then home with trailing pedicels he speeds, 
And equitant his Deutch Aufgabe reads. 
—'i)3. 
SENIOR'S SOLILOQUY. 
Must we part ?   The happy hours 
We have passed together here— 
Must they he like faded flowers 
Naught but memory loft to cheer? 
Such is life.   Time's restless ocean 
Never calm nor still can be. 
Ever onward flows its current 
Rolling to Eternity. 
Here we meet to say our farewells, 
In the early morn of life. 
Earth for us with pleasure laden 
Hides the care, conceals the strife. 
Though we know not what the future 
May for each one have in store, 
Yet our Heavenly Father knoweth— 
He is good; what need we more? 
Must we part? Ah, yes ! a life-time 
Is but like an April day; 
Now 'tis smiling; now 'tis pleasant, 
Now its light has passed away. 
We may meet while yet life's morning 
Is with rainbow colors hued, 
Or when youth's bright aspirations 
Time has chastened and subdued. 
We may meet when life is waning, 
Cheeks are furrowed; hair is gray, 
Or perhaps beyond the river .. 
In the realms of fadeless day. 
Farewell, teachers; he your teaching 
Not as soed by wayside cast. 
May there be a glorious reaping 
When the harvest comes at last. 
—A Would Be Senior of '94. 
♦ ♦♦ 
MAGAZINE   NOTICES. 
"It is amazing how little we, as a 
people, know of the history and the 
affairs of our nearest neighbors," 
writes the Hon. William E. Curtis, 
chief of the Bureau of American Re- 
publics, in an able paper entitled the 
Progress of the South American Re- 
public which he contributes to the May 
number of the New England Maga- 
zine. 
" With the events of the Old World we are 
tolerably familiar, from the time the serpent 
entered Eden to the latest eviction of an Irish 
tenant, or the latest scandal on the Riviera; 
hut a cloud of ignorance has hung over the 
southern  half of this hemisphere, and  until 
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recently we have known but little of the 
progress or the condition of fifty millions of 
people whose aspirations have been similar 
to our own, and whose advancement in civili- 
zation and commercial prosperity have been 
their pride and their glory." 
He goes on to show how marked has 
been the progress in the nations south 
of US since their emancipation, and 
gives some interesting facts concern- 
ing their advancement and possibilities 
that are worthy of the careful reading 
they will doubtless receive. 
The Atlantic opens its May number 
with a rare contribution ; a correspond- 
ence between Ralph Waldo Emerson 
andThoreau, edited "by F. B. Sanborn 
of Concord, Mass. The letters are 
brief and characteristic, giving glimpses 
of the inner life of two great men.— 
Among other good articles of this 
issue is one by Prof. J. J. Greenough 
who, writing of the " Present Require- 
ments for Admission to Harvard Col- 
lege,"  says: 
" The desire of the college is to require each 
student who is admitted, not only to have a 
large amount of useful knowledge, but at the 
same time to know how to use this knowledge 
to the best advantage. All the changes which 
have been made tend toward this desirable 
end. The old system of examination aimed 
to find out whether the candidate had studied 
those books in language or science which the 
college recommended. The new system aims 
to find out whether he can reason and use the 
knowledge he has gained from those books. 
Surely such a requirement as this is a good 
foundation for a liberal education." 
When   we   consider the   wonderful 
strides which the giant  Progress  has 
made on every hand,   we are  almost 
lead to believe that the word impossible 
has become lost from the vocabulary 
of the discoverer and inventor of the 
present day.    The Literary Digest, in 
one of its late reviews refers, however, 
to an instance in which it appears the 
word must needs be re-instated. It 
says: 
" The papers recently brought the intelligence 
that a French lady had left a legacy amounting 
to 100,000 francs to the French Academy of 
Sciences under the condition that this money 
be used to establish communh'ation between 
the Earth and the inhabitants of Mars. The 
idea is a strange one; but in France it was 
eagerly embraced, and the various phases of 
the problem discussed. One of the most pop- 
ular of French writers came out in defense of 
the feasibility of the project. The idea is 
perhaps simple enough, but so many grave 
difficulties present themselves that it seems 
evident that for the present, at least, ' we 
shall doubtless be compelled to forego the 
pleasure of exchanging ideas with any dwellers 
in other planets.'" 
Outing has always shown a marked 
interest in 'cycling and has done much 
to increase its popularity. Not many 
years ago it enabled Mr. Stevens to 
make a bicycle trip through many parts 
of the world and this month the maga- 
zine announces its purpose to send 
out another representative, Mr. Frank 
G. Lewz, of Pittsburg, Pa., who is 
to make a complete circuit of the 
globe. This young bicyclist is said to 
be a keen observer and a pleasant 
writer, and it is expected that the con- 
tributions which he will make to the 
Outing during his tour will be of much 
interest.—In this month's issue of the 
magazine Mr. J. William Fosdick gives 
a brief account of a trip " By Wheel 
from Havre to Paris," and Mr. Stevens 
continues upon his journey " From the 
German Ocean to the Black Sea," re- 
lating several striking experiences that 
o-ive an insight into German and Bo- 
CD CD 
hemian   character.—The    prominent 
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article of the month, however, is by 
John Corbin on "The Training of the 
Harvard Intercollegiate Team of 1801." 
It shows the thorough system under 
which the work is taken up throughout 
the year, and gives some interesting 
scores. 
Lippincott'a offers, this month, as an 
attraction to readers of fiction, the 
complete novel, entitled " The Golden 
Fleece," from the pen of Julian Haw- 
thorne.—Thomas Stevens writes, as 
only such an enthusiast can, on the 
merits of "Bicycling" ; W. J. C. 
Meighan, in the Journalistic Series, de- 
scribes graphically some incidents 
that come into the life of "The Trav- 
eling Correspondent," and Mr. Floyd 
B. Wilson has a paper on "Personal 
Economies in our Colleges " in which 
he suggests the advisability of placing 
in the college curriculum a course of 
study that shall give to the student 
some practical knowledge of how to 
win financially. 
The feature of the Ma}' Century is 
the prominence which it gives to art 
subjects. It opens with a paper by 
the American painter, Ilealy, who is 
now residing in Paris, which gives an 
outline of the life of Thomas Cou- 
ture. W. Lewis Frascr of the Century 
Art Department, gives a sketch of the 
American painters, Carl Marr and 
J. H. Dodge, and of the sculptor, 
Hubut Adams.—A fine copy of Luini's 
"St. Apollonia" is given in the series 
of the Italian Old Masters, with 
sketches of the author's life by Still- 
man & Cole. The architect, Henry 
Van Brunt, writes of the " Architect- 
ure at the World's Columbian Exposi- 
tion," and illustrates the article with 
a large number of statuary groups and 
designs. The poetry of the number 
is especially good, having among its 
contributors Thomas B. Aldrich, 
Louise Chandler Moulton, Edith M. 
Thomas, Julian Hawthorne, the late 
Herman Melville, and Thomas Went- 
worth Higginson. 
The article, which makes notable the 
Review of Reviews for May, is the 
brilliant character sketch of Gladstone 
by Mr. William T. Stead. We cannot 
do better than to quote the following. 
He writes : 
" There is something imposing and even 
sublime in the long procession of years which 
bridges as with eighty-two arches the abyss 
of past time, and carries us hack to the days 
of Canning and of Castler,jagh, of Napo- 
lean, and of Wellington. (Gladstone is the 
custodian of all the traditions, the hero of 
the experience of successive administrations, 
from a time dating hack longer than most of 
his colleagues can remember.—He represents 
the element of the ideal in our political strife. 
He is the statesman of aspiration and of en- 
thusiasm; he is the man of faith, the leader 
of the forlorn hope, the heaven-sent champion 
of the desolate and the oppressed.)    He towers 
before us like one of his own Olympian deities, 
and if like these ancients he occasionally de- 
scends to the haunts of mortal men, and con- 
descends like Jove to very human frailties, he 
is still of Olympus, Olympian." 
Education for May has just reached 
our table. Two of its contributions 
attract our attention. The first is an 
opening paper of a series of " Notes 
on Principles of Education," by Rev. 
M. Mac Vicar, Ph.D., L.L.D.,super- 
intendent of the Educational Depart- 
mentof the American Baptist Home Mis- 
sion Society in New York City. These 
lectures are the result of much thought 
and research, and treat fully the prin- 
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ciples of teaching and the methods of 
instruction.—The second article is a 
paper on School Supervision by Louis 
J. Black, principal of the Anderson 
School, Chicago. As conclusion to an 
article of special merit, he gives the 
following high conception of what the 
supervisor may do and he : 
"Supervision is the oversight; it lias its 
fountains in a just and lofty understanding, 
which communicates its fervor and wis- 
dom to all who come within the radius of its 
influence. To enliven, to fill with ideals, to 
give wings to thought, and speed to act, he- 
longs of right to those who lead and guide. 
Confidence in them rests on the fact that they 
are the mediums for the dissemination of a 
light which hums in them clearly and ra- 
diantly. Their torches must he illumined at 
the highest of sources, and must he as free as 
possihle from mere earthly fumes and oh- 
scnrities. In a school, as in any department of 
life, the most joyous of functions and the 
most useful of arts, is to give strength to 
hands that would otherwise he weak, to give 
heart to motives that would otherwise he dull 
and uncertain, to give light to hopes and 
imaginings that would otherwise he lampless, 
depressed, insecure, feelingless. 
Lovers of that which is choice in lit- 
erary and artistic value will turn to the 
May number of the Cosmopolitan < which 
attains in this issue even more than its 
usual high degree of excellence. Its 
contributions, from some of our best 
writers, are profusely illustrated by 
twelve or more different artists. A 
portrait of Lowell appears as frontis- 
piece, accompanied by a short illus- 
trated poem of his, entitled "A Nobler 
Lover." Edmund Clarence Stedman 
contributes the poem " Falstaff's Song," 
which is appropriately illustrated and 
set to music. Henry James gives a 
keen and sympathetic sketch of Wol- 
cott Balestier, the young writer whose 
early death is so universally lamented. 
Thomas Wentworth Iligginson writes 
on "School, College, and Library." 
Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen describes, in 
a fascinating manner, "Two Visits to 
the Lapps." Secretary S. P. Langley, 
of the Smithsonian Institute, continues 
the interesting subject of aerial navi- 
gation in an article on " Mechanical 
Flight," and Luther G. Billings, of our 
navy, portrays the cruel reign of " one 
of the most remarkable men during the 
days of travail and suffering of poor, 
blood-stained Hayti, King Henri Chris- 
tophe I." Other papers that call for 
mention are : " The Merit System in 
Government Appointments," by Theo- 
dore Roosevelt, a member of the Na- 
tional Civil Service Commission; the 
" Politics of the Russian Famine," by 
Murat Halstead, and the "Notes," by 
Edward Everett Hale. "The Passing 
of Sister Barsett," by Sarah Orne 
Jevvett; "Sevillian Vignettes," by Mar- 
ion Wilcox, and a farce, entitled "Even- 
ing Dress," by W. 1). Howells, complete 
this interesting number of the Cosmo- 
politan as it starts out on its new year. 
COLLEGE NOTES. 
The faculty of the Chicago Univer- 
sity will be American, only six of the 
one hundred teachers being from 
abroad. 
The University of Michigan Repub- 
lican Club has issued invitations for a 
general convention of college Repub- 
lican Clubs, at Ann Arbor, on May 16th. 
Many prominent Republicans are ex- 




Chapped Hands, Face, and Lips,  :   :   : 
ROUGH    AND    HARD    SKIN, 
:   :   :    Sunburn, Chafing, Chilblains, 
BURNS, SCALDS,  DRESSING  BLISTERS, 
Irritations, Scaly Eruptions,  :   :   :   : 
INFLAMED  AND   IRRITATED   PILES, 
:   :     Salt-rheum, Eczema, i       i M 
And all unpleasant conditions of the skin, of like diameter, restoring its 
# FRESHNESS  AND   PURITY. ==# 
PCWTI CM CM   ACTED  CU/ll/IMP wi" '''"' il a verv K">teful lotion to allay irritation, protect the face from the 
UtW I LLIYILPI  HTICH OnHVIIlU Weather, and prevent chaps, soreness, anil infection  
FflR  ^IINRIIRN " hi,s "" 8qual,BIld relives the Inflammation and soreness AT ONCE, and prevents the skin from 
FflR    RflllPU   HD   UARfl   QIMN   ll  soflens< cleanses,  purifies, and  renews  the  healthy  action.     Contains   no 
rUll   nUUUn   Ull   nHnU   QIMIl   Oil, greeie, or chemicals, and will not color, stain, or soil the finest fabric, and 
CANNOT INJURE THE MOST DELICATE OK SENSITIVE .SKIN. 
Price, 50c, by Mail, 60c. |  A.   S.   HINDS,   P^™' \ ^&*52£i%£$" 
KING OF KAMERAS. 
-• •- 
The new model Folding Kodak, with glass 
plate attachment. Asbury Barker friction- 
less shutter. Greatest range of automatic 
exposure ever attained. No sticking on 
slow speeds.    Accurate, reliable.    . 
Best combined tripod and hand camera ever made.     Best workmanship. 
Best Finish.      Send for Circulars. 
THE  EASTMAN  COMPANY, 
ROCHESTER,   N.   Y. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
The Hathaway, Soule & Harrington Shoe 
IT IS   MADE   OF 
T&jWWZNpi 
GENUINE KANGAROO STOCK, 
AND   FOR 
STYLE, DURABILITY, AND COMFORT 
We consider it the best Shoe in the market. 
Wc also carry a nice line of 
High and Medium-Priced Calf Shoes 
We would be pleased to have you call and 
examine them. 
DUNHAM & BRYANT, 
76 Lisbon St., Opp. Music Hall, 
LEWISTON,    -   -    MAINE. 
BOYLE   BROTHERS, 
= THE   LEADING 
Clothiers and Furnishers of Lewiston. 
A visit to our store will convince you that we have the 
Best Selected Stock in the City and name the LOW- 
EST   PRICES   ON  RELIABLE   MERCHANDISE. 1' 
at 88 
OUR STOCK OF MEN'S SUITS.   We are showing all the Fashionable shades In Single and Double. 
Iircnstcd Sacks, Cutaways, Frocks, Prince Alberts in Foreign and Domestic Worsteds and Cheviots. 
1000 Pairs Men's and Youths' Pants from $1.00 to $7.00. 
SPRING OVERCOATS.   Imported and Domestic Meltons, Kerseys, Worsteds, Cassimercs anil Chev- 
iots, with Silk and Serge Linings.   Hundreds of Garments that are Tailor-Made and Cost Half Tailor Trices. 
-& 88 
BOYLE  BROTHERS, Clothiers, Hatters, and Furnishers, 
88   LISBON   STREET,   LEWISTON. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
1ST.    S.    EA1TD, 
DEALIB IN 
ll 
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers. 
Fine Repairing Done. 
254 Main Street, Lewiston, Me. 
MclNTIRE & MERSEREAU, 
FIRST-CLASS  HAIR  DRESSERS, 
187 Main St., LEWISTON. 
ALL THE NEW STYLE HATS. 
Are you going home vacation, if so, get a new 
TRUNK 
At PHIL P. GETCHELL'S. 
FINE TEAS AND PURE COFFEES 
 AT  
PEOPLE'S T COMPANY 
194 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
Beautiful Presents with every pound. 
I.   L.   ROBBINS, 
CORL AND WOOD, 
Office and Yard 142 Bates St. 
All orders by Mail or Telephone promptly attended 
to. Telephone No. ITO-4. 
I. L. HAMMOND & CO., 
Photographers and Crayon Artists. 
Copying, Enlarging, and Picture Framing. 
129 Lisbon Street. 
E.  H. GERRISH, 
APOTHECARY. 
145 Lisbon St., oor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME. 
Prescriptions  promptly and accurately prepared. 
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet 
Articles, &e., at Reasonable Prices. 
I am constantly improving my stock of 
Boots tat SKoet 
FOR  LADIES   AND   GENTS 
of all kinds.    Call and Examine for Yourselves. 
C. 0.  WORRELL. 
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, LEWISTON. 
SIGN I5IG BLACK BOOT. 
J^ewiston Monumental Works, 
Wholesale Dealers and Workers of 
Grunite, Murfole, 
AND ALL KINDS OF FHKF.STONE, 
12 and 14 Bates St., Near Up. M. C. R. R. Depot, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
Estimates tarnished on application. 
J.   P.   MUllPHY,  Manager. 
R. C. PINGREE & CO. 
136 Main St., LEWISTON, 
PLANING   MILL 
And all kinds of 
WOOD   WORKING 
INDIAN   CLUBS   TURNED   TO   ORDER. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
FRED A. GIVEN, Musical Director. 
F. P. MANLEY, Business Manager. 
First-Class Music Furnished for HALLS, WEDDINGS, RECEPTIONS, ETC. 
— —   . BEST OF PROMPTERS FURNISHED.  
Office at Laughton's New Music Store, Main St., Atwood's Block, Opposite Lower M. C. R. R. 
LADIES AND GENTS, TAKE NOTICE. 
FASHIONABLE 
PHENIX,  33 Ash Street. 
CHAPEL    STREET, 
EXCHANGE    HOTEL 
£. MURCH & SON, Proprietors, 
I,   MITRCH 
HAHIty T 
I 
. Ml'lidl. ) LEWISTON,   ME. 
LEWISTON   STEAM   DYE   HOUSE, 
141   Main   Street,   LEWISTON. 
Dyeing and Cleansing in all Its branches.    Lace Curtains Cleansed anil Finished to look like new. 
JOSEPH   LEBLANC,   Proprietor. 
EVERYBODY'S LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW! 
When a Man or Boy wants some Nciv   Clothes, a  Hat 
or Furnishing  Goods,   Umbrellas,  Etc., 
HERE'S THE PLACE TO BUY. 
PLAIN   FIGURES. ONE   PRICE. 
A  FINE  NEW   STORE. NEW STYLISH   STOCK. 
• 
We want  your trade, and will sell you goods at much Less  Price than 
any other store in the business. 
4«R   IJllfilll  ©§, 
'I 
87 Lisbon Street (Music Hall Block), LEWISTON, ME. 
£iP** Make no mistake in the name and Number. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
BATES COLLEGE. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND  GOVERNMENT. 
I 
KKV. OBEN B. CHENEY, D.D., 
President. 
REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D., 
Prof.Of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology. 
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M., 
Professor of Greek anil Latin Languages. 
KKV. BENJAMIN P. HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Psychology and Bxegetlcal Theology. 
THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M., 
Professor of Modern Languages. 
UKV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D., 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homilctics. 
GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric and Bngllsh Literature. 
THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.. 
Professor of Hebrew. 
JOHN   II.  HANI), A.M., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
REV. ALFRED  W.   ANTHONY,  A.M., 
Eullonton Professor of New Testament Greek. 
LYMAN   G.   JORDAN, A.M., 
Professor of Chemistry and Biology. 
WILLIAM  H.  HARTSHORN, A.M., 
Professor in Physics and Geology. 
GEORGE   W.   HAMLEN, A.B., 
Instructor in Greek. 
POUTER   H. DALE, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
CLASSIC A L  DEPA RTMENT. 
TERMS OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:  
All candidates fonulvanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and a 
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. 
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of 
also in those previously pursued 
... other colleges, 
liie regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednes- 
day preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term. 
The examinations frr admission to College will be both written and oral. 




 «mnal expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180.    Pecuniary  assistance, from the income of 
thirty-seven  scholarships and various other benefactions, is   rendered  to those who are unable to meet their expenses 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL. 
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the Corporation duly 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall situ 
ated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and  is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College 
corporation. *   *" J * 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and 10 give 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or 
by some ordained minister. •" 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination In the common Knglish branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, 
and in the Latin and Greek languages. ' "     fe       ' 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free. 
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday JUNS 30,1892. 
li US IN ESS   DIUKCTOK Y. 
Union • /Autusd • £ife • Incupaneo • Company, 
PORTLAND,   MAINE. 
lNCORI'OKATKII   1848. JOHN  K. DBWITTI Praaldont. 
IRA F. CLARK I CO.. THE    LEADING ne   Price, Spot   Cash, 
Clothiers and Furnishers ^^ 
482   Congress   St.,  PORTLAND,   ME. 
TELEPHONE NO. 885-3. 
W.   BLANCHARD, 
Fine Illuminating Oils, Gasoline and Naphtha, Pratt's Astral Oil. 
Office, No. 7 Middle Street,   -    -   -   LEWISTON,   ME. 
Five-Gallon Pump Cans Furnished Free to Customers.       orders by Hall or Telephone Promptly Pilled. 
sssssisssssssssssassissssssBsm    _ ^ „ 7 „ r „ _ 
TEACHER JjhJy 1 IS 1. WANTED: OR  STUDENT 
As PERMANENT OFFICE ASSISTANT. 
Either Gentleman or Lady.   No preference, qualifi- 
cation! heing equal.   Salary $750, mid Railway fan' 
liiiid toOffloe [teiiftupeil.   Unclose reference ami s II- 
addraesed stamped envelope to 
HENRY  JONES,  Secretary, 
Ln Chicago,  111. 
IB 5252S5E5252SH525i52rtSHn52H5H525E5E5?5EH5?5H5r;g' 
ISAAC   GODDARD, 
Dentist, 
*      _ _      * 
3 1-2 Thu'iiix  Block, Auburn. 
MON EYiSS BSJSSSS 
A FORTUNE FOR STUDENTS 
FULL PARTIC ULAHSFREE, SEND YOUR ADDRESS  TO 
UNDERWOOD&UNDERWOOD.206C*NALST.NEwYoftKCirY 
pASHIONABLE HA TS and 
Gents' Furnishings. 
SPECIAL THICK ON FINK SHIRTS AND HOSIERIES, 
At GEO.  W.   COBB'S, 
57 Court Street, Auburn. 
P. R. HOWE, D.D.S., 
No. 5 Qoff Block, j 
Over Post-Offico. AUBURN, MAINE. 
fLMWOOD HOTEL, 
WATERVILLE,  ME. 
H.    E.   JUDKINS, Proprietor. 
The largest and leading hotel in the city.   All the 
modern Improvements.   Cuisine and 
service first-class. 
LANGMAID'S, -   113 Bates St., 
CATERERS. 
ICE-CREAM^ WATER    ICES 
Constantly on hand.    Confectionery at Wholesale. 
Parties supplied at short notice.    Fancy Cake, 
Lady Fingers, Kisses, etc. 
113 Bates Street,   -   - LEWISTON, ME. 
r 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
Fine   Tailoring. 
We shall show this season all the Novelties for Spring and Summer Suitings, Overcoatings, and Trouser- 
ings, which we are prepared to make up in first-class order, and at KKASONAM.K  I'KICKS for good work. 
Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods, 
23   Lisbon   Street,   LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
B. W. WIGGIN, 
PHYSICIANS' PEKSORIPTIONS OUK SI-F.CIAI.TV. 
213 Lisbon Street, Corner of Pine, LEWISTON,   ME. 
I 
• 
\a M. I. 
Room 1, Goff Block,  AUBURN,   MAINE. 
N.  I.  JOBDAN. 
igency, 
().   .1.   H.M'KETT. 
If you want Good Gruel, Call on Us for your Fuel. 
j\   aw.   T^OOD, 64 Middle Street,   LEWISTON. 
Carries a choice stock of 
GROCERIES and MEATS. 
First-class goods at reasonable prices. 
All orders will receive prompt attention. 
238 Main St., Cor. Middle, Lewiston, Me. 
MAIN STREET LAUNDRY 
111  Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
This Laundry is opposite Hotel Atwood.    All work 
done by hand at shortest possible notice.   Satis- 
faction Guaranteed.   Goods called for 
and delivered. 
MRS. J. H. LANDERS, Prop'r. 
BENJAMIN   CHANDLER, 
Books, Stationery, etc., 
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
CONCERT  ORCHESTRA, 
GRORUK LOWEI.I. TRACY, Lender. 
FRKII. 0. PAYNE, .   .   Manager. 
138 Lisbon Street, Over Babbitt Bros. 
IOSEPH r\ LLOTT'S 
* STEEIYPENS. 
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170, 
AND HIS OTHER STYLES 
SOLD BYALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
If Y<?u   *ant fhg   Best Confectionery in the   City 
S.   A.   CUM MINGS*! The Confectioner, 
And you will get it.    Prices 10c, 15c., 20c, 30c, 40c, and 60c    Also, COLD   AND   HOT   SODA with 
Pure Fruit Syrups. 
Store and Manufactory, 223 Main Street, LEWISTON,  ME. 
S.       /V.     CUMMINGrS. 
2>TET*r   "S-OIS2C   STORE. 
@J H. TW0MBLY & CO. B. PECK DRY GOODS CO., 
liiiI>orters, Jobbers, and Dealers in 
FINE TAILORING 11 SPECIALTY. Dry -i,S^Goods' 
Sands Block, 126-128 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS. 
0pp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court Street, 
AUBURN,  ME. 
FINE WORK A SPECIALTY. 
J UDKINS'LAUNDRY 
187 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. < 
D.   ALLEN   &   CO., 
Manufacturers of and Dealers in 




WINDOW  SHADES. w 
NEW GOODS.     COMPLETE STOCK. 
225   Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 







UNION,   2.10. 
THE   WISE   MAN. 
There was  a man lived in our town, 
A jolly man was  he. 
He joined  a Club, a  Cycle Club, 
He loved fast companie. 
But first  he gotten  him a wheel; 
He   did  not   wisely buy. 
His cycle  broke both  frame and spoke, 
He  nothing  did   but cry. 
But then,  he  sold his sorry mount 
To one more green than he, 
And looked  around  until he found 
The best of wheels that be. 
And now  no more  he doth  deplore, 
But leads the cycle men, 
And  swelled  with  pride doth gaily ride 
The  UNION  called 2.10. 
SEND    FOR   OUR   CATALOGUE. 
< tar bicycles are guaranteed for one year against defects in workmanship. 
For Lightness, Strength, and Speed 





UNION CYCL8 WFG. CO. 
166-170 Columbus  Ave.,   BOSTON,   MASS. 
B USINESS   DIRECTOR Y. 
CURTIS & ROSS' 
hotographic Studio 
Photographs <>f all kinds and sizes finished in 
the besl possible manlier. Having perfected tlie 
Bromide process, we are now ready to furnish 
the PERMANENT BROMIDE PICTURES of any 
size and at moderate prices. To customers wishing 
for Bromide Pictures, no charge will be made for 
making the negative. 
FREE-HAND • CRAYONS-  A- SPECIALTY. 
SPECIAL • RATES • TO • CLASSES. 
CTJRTIS    8Z    ROSS, 
Cor. Lisbon :iml Ash Sts., Lewiston. 
Alwavs call at 
TRA( ^ ^'N 
Two Great Bargain Stores, 
26 Lisbon St., and 231 Main St., 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
DOYLE   BROS.' 
Lcwiston 5-Cent Store 
32-38 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
BASE-BALLS, 
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, TINWARE, 
Toys, Notions, etc., Wholesale and Retail. 
J. DOYLE. V. M. DOYLE. 
1808. 189B. 
GEORGE A. CALLAHAN, 
ELECTRIC 
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER, 
21 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING 
A Sl'KCIAI.TV. 
B. LITCHFIELD & CO., 
DBAXBBS IN 
Groceries and Provisions, 
249 Main Street, Lewiston. 
NION PRINTING GO.. 
RUSTIC JDRINTING 
LEWISTON,     ME., 
LISBON ST., OVER BICKNELL & NEAL. 
F.   G.   PAYNE, Manager. 
Manufacturer of Pure 
CONFECTIONERY, 
100 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. 
E. 4 M. S. Millett, 
Millinery and Fancy Goods, 
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
W.   H.   WEEKS, 
(-PRINTER, 
32 MAIN STREET, 




A SCHOOL OF 
ENGINEERING 




Loeul examinations provided for.  Send for a Catalogue 
GALLAHANS ORCHESTRA, 
FRANK  L, CALLAHAN, Director, 
la composed of 
First-Class    !IXEu.sieia.ras. 
Classical or Popular Programmes 
Furnished for Concerts. 
First-Class Music Furnished for Balls. 
Parties, Etc. 
Address FRANK   L.  CALLAHAN, 
95 Horton St., LEWISTON, ME. 
A ug us tin  Guay, 
DKAI.KIt  IN 
CUSTOM AND READY-MADE 
CLOTHINC 
A \ I > 
GENT'S FURNISHING GOODS. 
UNIFORMS   OK   ALL    DESCRIPTIONS. 
ALSO LINK OK RUBBER COATS. 
College Block,    258 Lisbon St.,    LEWISTON. 
$75.00 to $250.00 ft ffiS?^; 
for us. Persons preferred who can furnish a horse 
and give their whole lime to the business. Spare 
tnomenls may be profitably employed also. A few 
vacancies in towns anil cities. B. V. JOHNSON 
•V CO., 26th and Main Si., Richmond, Va. 
Hotel  Atuuood, 
Lower Main St., Opp.  Lower M. C. R. R. 
Depot,  LEWISTON, ME. 
J. W. WITIIEE, MANAGER. 
STUDENTS! WE (ilVE WAGES OK FROM 
$'2..">0 to t&.OO. We want two good agents from 
your college to canvass daring the vacation. Ad 
dress CURRENT HISTORY, Detroit, Mich. 
THE   ODELL 
TYPE    WRITER 
COfl will buy the ODELL TYPE WRITER 
vm%0 with 78 characters, and $1} for the SIN- 
GLE CASE ODELL, warranted to do better work 
than any machine made. 
It combines simplicity With durability, speed, ease 
of operation: wearo longer without cost of repairs 
than anv other machine, lias no ink ribbon to 
bother the operator. It is ncal, substantial, nickel- 
plated, and adapted to all kinds of type writing- 
Like a printing press, it produces sharp, clean, 
legible manuscripts. Two or ten copies can be 
made at one writing. Any intelligent person can 
become an operator In two days. We oiler $1,000 
to any operator who can equal the work of the 
DOUBLE CASE ODELL. 
Reliable Agents and Salesmen wanted. Special 
inducements to dealers. 
For Pamphlet giving Indorsements, etc, address 
ODELL  TYPE   WRITER  CO., 
358-364 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL. 
JO LET-A COTTAGE 
"THE LODGE," 
AT FALMOUTH FORESIDE. 
NEW and NEWLY FURNISHED 
For the Season or by the Month. 
C. S.  HASKELL, 
51 Park St., JERSEY CITY, N. J. 
Scientific American 





For Information and free Handbook write to 
MUNN & CO., 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Oldest bureau for securing patents In America. 
Every patent taken out by us Is brought beforo 
the public by a notice given tree of charge in the $wntifif ^mettaiti 
Largest circulation of any scientific paper in the 
world. Splendidly illustrated. No intelligent 
man should be without it. Weekly, $3.00 a 
year; S1.50 six months. Address MUNN & CO., 
PUBLISHERS, 301 Broadway. New York. 
B USINESS   DIRECTOR Y. 
BUY      YOUR 
"5L2LH SKLW Books, Stationery, and Periodicals And try our PBHFBOT FOUNTAIN I'KN.   It will 
. never leak or (hop ink ami is highly recom- 
mended by all who use It.   We invite the 
people to find fault with it.  It Is perfect. 
A. W. ANTHOINE, Jeweler and Optician, 
79 Liscon St., Under Music Hall, LEWISTON, ME. 
FERNALD'S   BOOKSTORE, 
UNDER MUSIC HAT-T,,    .   .   .   LEWI8TON, MX. 
COLPITTS   St   CO., 
Photographers and Crayon Artists. 
LIFE-SIZE    PORTKAITS    A    SPECIALTY. 
More than thirty years of experience, together with the best  instruments In use, enables us to make a 
class of work that is of a very high order.    COME  AND SEE. 
E. C.   ANDREWS   &   CO.,       * * + 4 Manufacturem of and Retailer* in 
Fine   Grades' of   Stiff,   Flexible,   and   Silk   Hats. 
Hats Made lo Order Without Extra Cost. 
72  Lisbon   Street,   LEWISTON,    MAINE. 
FASSETT & BASSETT,    MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD. 
Photographers I Portrait Artists, 
Lisbon St., LEWISTON,  ME. 
Our Apparatus, Accessories and Light are the Best 
In the City. 
First-Class Work Guaranteed 
Portraits in Crayon, India Ink, Pastel, Water 
Colors, and" Bromide Enlargements. 
When Others Fail Try FASSETT & BASSETT. 
INGERSOLL, WHITMAN & CO., 
Dealers in 
GENERAL   HARDWARE, 
Carpenters' Tools, Cutlery, Stoves, and House Fur- 
nishing Goods, Steam and Hot Water Heating. 
All kinds of Plumbing anil Repairing 
Promptly Done. 
CORNER COURT AND MAIN STS., AUBUHN. 
Go to E. M. HEATH'S Music Store 
For Everything in the Music Line. 
Largest  Stock  in the State  to Select  From. 
Special Discount to Colleges and Schools. 
171 Lisbon Street,   -   LEWISTON,  ME. 
FOE ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST. 
Through Parlor Cars Between Lewiston  and 
Boston 
Arrangement of Trains in Effect November 2!t, 1891. 
Upper Station, Bates Street. 
For Montreal, and the West, 7.:i0 a.m., 11.10 a.m. 
For Quebec, II.IO a.m. Portland and lioston, 7.30 
a.m., 11.10 a.m., 4.30 p.m. Waterville, Skowhegan, 
and Bangor, 7.30 a.m., 2.35 p.m. Aroostook County 
and St. John, 2.35 p.m. Fannington, 10.15 a.m., 
2.35 p.m.   Waterville, (i.20 p.m. 
Lower Station, Main Street. 
For Portland and Boston, 0.55 a.m., *10.35 a.m., ♦11.30 p.m. Bath, 0.55 a.m., ♦10.35 a.m., 1.30 p.m., 
15.10p.m.,♦11.30 p.m. Augusta, 0.55 a.m., 1.80 p.m., ♦11.30 p.m. Waterville and Bangor, 6.66 a.m., 1.30 
p.m.) ♦11.30 p.m. Aroostook County and St. John, 
1.30 p.m., ♦11.30 p.m. Itockland, 0.55 a.m., 1.30 p.m., 
fft.K) p.m.   Fannington, 2.45 p.m. 
SUNDAYS—For Brunswick, Hath, Portland, 
Boston, Augusta, Bangor, and St. John, 10.35 a.m. 
♦Runs DAILY connecting at Brunswick with Express 
Trains for Boston and Itanj-'or. t Connects for Uockland 
Saturdays and from Itockland Mondays. 
PAYSON  TUCK EH, 
Vico-Proaidont and Gon'l Managor. 
F.  E.   BOOTHBY, 
General Passenger and Ticket Agont, 
■ 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
LATIN   SCHOOL. 
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special object of 
the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though 
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes 
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the Col- 
lege and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association 
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship. 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first 
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The 
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year. 
BO Alii)  OF INSTRUCTION. 
IVORY F.  FRISHEE, A.M., PRINCIPAL Teacher of Latin and Greek. 
W.  B.   SKELTON Teacher of Latin. 
A. C.   VEATON Teacher of Ancient History and Geography. 
J. F. PANNING Teacher of Rhetoric and Elocution. 
W. C. MARDEN Teacher of Mathematics. 
S. I.   GRAVES Teacher of Mathematics. 
E. W. PACKARD Teacher of Mathematics and Latin. 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. .   B   ,„,,..„.,.,   7, •    ■    , & 1. F. FRISHEE, Principal. 
". 
LYNDON INSTITUTE, 
LYNDON   CENTRE,   VT. 
WALTER El'tiENE RANCER, A.M., PKINCI- 
PAL, Teacher of Latin ami Political Science. 
JUDSON BAXTER HAM, A.M., Teacher or Nat- 
ural science ami Mathematics. WILLIAM LEV! 
BUNKER, Teacher 01 Banking, Book-Keeping, and 
Penmanship. LILIAN BLANCHE MATHEW- 
SON, A.M., Preceptress, Teacher or Greek and 
History. ISABEL SII ELTON COPELAND, 
Teacher Of French, German, and English. SARAH 
WELLS HAM, Teacher of Arithmetic. JOSEPH 
HENRY HUMPHREY, Teacher of Vocal Music. 
MABEL BEMIS RANGER, Teacher or Instru- 
mental Music. JOSEPHINE MARJORIE HAR- 
RIMAN, Teacher of Expression. .JENNIE MAUNA 
NEWCOMBE, Teacher or .Shorthand and Type- 
writing.   Teacher of Painting and Drawing. 
A school tor both sexes. Classical Course, Col- 
lege Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, Business 
Course, each or four years; Commercial Course, 
Course In Short-hand and Type-writing, each of 
one Tear; Musical Course of tour years; instruction 
in Music, Painting, Drawing, and" Elocution. 
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any sim- 
ilar institution in the State. Modern Methods in 
LANGUAGE AND SCIENCE. No crowded 
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants 
of students. A rare CABINET, probably uncqualcd 
by any similar institution in Northern New Eng- 
land. Chemical LABORATORY for individual ex- 
perimenting. A large and llnely litted room for 
BUSINESS PRACTICE in Banking and Book 
keeping. A sufficient number or PIANOS and 
TYPEWRITERS to meet every want. A pleasant 
READING-KOOM, containing a large number or 
the best papers and magazines. Large rooms and 
steam heat. Delightfully located. '£25 students the 
past year. SANBORN HALL, a three-story struct- 
ure, 100 teet in length, was erected in 1891 to serve 
as a home for teachers and pupils. 
I. W. SANBORN, Sec'y and Trcas., 
LYNDONVILLK, VT. 
LEBANON ACADEMY. 
Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools, 
or the best Colleges. 
W. E. KINNEY, A.15., Principal. 
For further particulars,address the Principal, 
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y Trustees. 
New Hampton Literary Institution, 
NEW HAMPTON, N. H. 
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and 
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Com- 
mercial College Course. 
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M., 
Principal. 
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, 
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT. 
Courses of Study—College Preparatory, 
Classical and English Commercial. The hest 
Commercial Department in the State. Ex- 
penses Low. 
For further particulars address the Principal, 
\v. L. NICKKKSON, at Waterirary Centre. 
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE, 
PITTSFIELD, MAINE. 
Thorough Courses   of   Study   in   English, 
Classical and Scientific Branches. 
Normal Department attached. 
0. H. DRAKE, A.M., Principal. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
NEW   STORE. JAMES   W.   CARVER,        NEW GOODS. 
123 Lisbon St., all kinds of 
Ladies', Gents' and Children's Footwear. 
Look for Revolving Tower, Opposite 15. Peck ft Co. 
•   CHARLES  A. ABBOTT,  • 
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, ftc. 
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,     - Lewiston, Maine. 
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety.   Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded 
R. W. CLARK, Druggist, 
DEAI.KK IN 
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals 
Fancy and Toilet Articles, 
And also Branch Agont for Amorican Express Co- Money Order. 
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston. 
Cure your 
COP" C H 
With SYRUP PIX LIQUIDA COMPOUND, as 
clean, nice and wholesome as honey and as safe 
as anything can be. 
II removes the cause of the cough, and secures 
the best of boons—good health. You can buy it 
of dealers everywhere for 35 cents. Our green 
and yellow seal is a guarantee of genuineness. 
AnljarnLrutt and Chemical Company 
AUBURN,   MAINE. 
THE LAROEST STOCK OF CHOICE 
Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
In the City, can be found with 
NEALEY & MILLER, 
Cor, Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON. 
«£-Bottom Prices always guaranteed. 
NEW + DINING + ROOMS, 
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston. 
D.  F. LONG,   ....   PROPRIETOR. 
Meals at all hours.   The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Ice- 
Creain.   CATKHI.NO rOB PAHTIKS A SPECIALTY.   The 
best place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew. 
IMPORTANT! 
If you want good 
TEA, COFFEE, FLOUR 
Or anything else usually kept in a first-class Grocery Store, 
or if you intend to visit any part of the world (especially 
Europe), or are sending for friends or sending money to 
Iriends, l>e sure and call on 
JOHN   GARNER, 
(Jrocer anil Provision Dealer, Agent for Fleischnianu & Co.'s 
Compressed Yeast, Passenger and Exchange Agent, 
PARK   STREET,  213 LEWISTON. 
ICE-CREAM  AND OYSTER ROOMS. 
Cressey's New City Restaurant, 
167 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
Table Board by the Day or Week.    Meals at All Hours, 
Cooked to Order.     Oents, $3.50; Ladies, $3.00.    Ice- 
Creani for Parlies furnished at Short Notice. 
FRANK  KILGORE, 
First-Class Carriages 
FUBNISHBD  FOB 
WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES, 
At any time.   All new, neat, and first-class, with 
careful and gentlemanly drivers. 
HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE. 
HACK OFFICES:    Gerrish's Drug Store; Resi- 
dence, 107 College Street. 
CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE. 
BUSINESS   DIMECTORY 
i 
PRiiyriijG * 4 
OF ALL   KINDS 
Executed with   Neatness and Dispatch, in the 
Highest Style of the Art, 
At the Otlieeof the 
kewiston Journal. 
- V-WWXWX-. 
WE   MAKK A  SPECIALTY OF 
First-Class BookiCollege Printing 
SUCH   AS 
Programmes, Catalogues,   Addresses, 
Sermons, Town   Reports,  Etc. 
B US IN ESS  DIRECTOR Y. 
JORDAN, FROST & CO., O.   A.   NORTON, 
Eastern,Western!Southern Lumber  Coal and Wood, 
MOQidlngB, Gutters, and Brackets.    Steam 
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard 
Foot of Cross Canal, LEWISTON, ME. 
LEWISTON,  MAINE. 
OFFICE,   SI   -A.SH   STXHEET. 
Yard on Line of M.C. R- B. between Holland and 
Klin SI reels.   Telephone No. 107-3. 
a ■yt^M? ^maw & mmmwx aa&sa 
GO   TO 
The Best Place in the two Cities for Barges. 
EASTERN  TEACHERS'  AGENCY. 
Wanted at all times.   Vacancies are constantly occurring and 
Id the names of many available candidates to our Progressive Teachers J^t™ 
lists.    VolU'ije (Irniluate* especially needed.    Registration blank and circular sent on request. 
EC.   F.   FOOTER,  MANAGER. 50  Bromfield   Street,   BOSTON,    MASS. 
A.   la.   Sc    E.    F*.   GOSS, 
DKAl.KUS   IN 
Stoves, Ranges, Refrigerated, Crockery • liarnps, 
Agricultural Implements, Butter Factory and Private Dairy Supplies. 
41, 43, & 45 Main Street, Corner of Lincoln,       -   -   -   -   LEWISTON,  ME. 
If/M MAKE A   SPECIALTY OF 
FIIJE TAILOR-HJADE GLOTHIIJC 
FOR   YOUNG   MEN. 
0UP Suits and Overcoats have the right Cut and ft 
sis    *    TO   THEM.    *    * 
We  see  to  it that  the  prices  are  right. 
R.   M.  SYKES  & CO., 
The Clothiers, 
54   LISBON   STREET,      -       LEWISTON,  ME. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
• 
GLEDHILL & WlANEY, * 
DEALERS  IN 
Gents' Fine Furnishings, I* 
120 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,   -    -    MAINE. 
* 
.:,      £     £     .*     .}, 
-•-      +      *    * + 
HOME   LAUNDRY, 
Fuller's Block, Main Street, 
LEWISTON. 
MR. d- MRS. C.  W. MERRILL. 
A bright active student to 
represent us in the selling 
of "College Bond," the correct stationery 
tor College correspondence.   A liberal commission 
allowed and no   extra expense   necessary.     For 
samples and paiticulars address 
SMITH & WHITE MFG. CO., 
Manufacturing Stationers, HOLYOKE,  MASS. 
WANTED 
>mB %p^m 
Wherever be rrjay appear 
The Wheelman oti a Colombia Bicycle is an 
object of admiration. He is gracefully and nat- 
urally posed on a wheel which is perfect, in con- 
struction and of elegant design and finish. Will 
you join the throng '.'   We make and guarantee the 
CENTURY COLUMBIA, 
COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY, 
COLUMBIA LADIES' SAFETY, 
EXPERT, LIGHT ROADSTER, and VOLUNTEER COLUMBIAN 
Catalogue free on application lo the nearent Columbia Agent, or ■em by mail lor two 2-cent stampa. 
4 
POPE  MFC.  CO., 
221   COLUMBUS   AVE.,  BOSTON. 
THE BRIDGE TEACHERS' AGENCY, 
BRIDGE  &,  SCOTT,  Managers,  110  Tremont Street,   BOSTON,   MASS. 
LOCALITY ANI>  KIND OF POSITIONS  KILLED. 
With two exceptions we have placed teachers in every Slate and Territory ill the United suites. We 
have supplied teachers to public or private schools in Boston, New York." Philadelphia, New Orleans, 
Chicago, Cleveland, and San Krancisco, besides a large number of the smaller cities. We have secured 
desirable positions in every section of this country for Superintendents of Public Schools, Professors of 
M 'i I hrn i ■! 1 ir.s    I lie  Vil i U-M 1  Snlnufoa     A iifinut   mwl  Hiulom  lAnniinnBj     ltdlln     I sttMa    Af,...t..    l.'..,*!...^..;..... 
niniuuu'fiia.    \/nt&iHuoi   un; *  •'i .-uai.es, we nnve i... 
from South America, the West Indies, and England.    In a few towns we have placetl at different times 
more than twenty teachers; in several others, from four to twelve. 
TKACIIEKS  WHOM  WE  CAN AID. 
Teachers who are receiving smaller salaries than others doing the same kind of work, teachers in 
High and Grammar Schools, in many departments in Colleges and Academies, and in nil other lines of 
work where changes are frequent, should avail themselves of the advantages offered hv this Agency. 
Wc invite progressive anil well-qualilied teachers in every department of school work to register with us. 
Such teachers will find that we have the best possible facilities for introducing them to school officers. 
We are also likely to aid inexperienced teachers who have received a college or normal education, and who 
are willing to accept small salaries because of their inexperience. We have a constantly increasing de- 
mand for specialists in the Sciences, Art, Music, Kindergarten, Manual Training, and Methods. In brief, 
if you can make clear to those who wish to employ teachers that you have done successful work, or are 
capable of doing such, we can be of service to you.     Registration blanks and manuals free to any address. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
TiredBi ram 
HORSFORD'S   ACID   PHOSPHATE. 
Prepared according to the directions of PBOF. K. N. IIOKSKOKD. 
This preparation is a brain food. It increases the capacity for mental labor, 
and acts as a general tonic and vitilizer. It rests the tired brain, and imparts 
thereto new life and energy. 
DR. D. P. MCCLURE, Rantonl, 111., says: 
" Very bencilcial to strengthen the Intellect." 
DR. O. C. STOUT, .Syracuse, N. Y., says: 
" I cave it to one patienl w liA was unable d> transact the most ordinary business, because his brain was 
'tired and contused' upon the least mental exertion. Immediate benefit, and Ultimate recovery followed." 
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to 
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I. 
BEWARE   OF   SUBSTITUTES   AND   IMITATIONS. 
CAUTION.—Be sure the word " llorsford's" is printed on the label.   All others are spurious.   Never 
sold in hulk. 
Carries the largest and 
Best   <§to©k   of   l>ei?i?i§,   (§ood§ 
East of Portland,    l'lease ("ill and examine. 
43    PARKER    HALI, 
RICHARDSON,  FARR  &. CO., 
Manufacturers of Harness, 
AMD   I > I■- A 1.1.1:.-   IN 
BOOTS,    SHOES,   AND     RUBBERS. 
Repairing Neatly nod Promptly Executed. 
Special Bates to students. 
80 Bates St., and 244 Lisbon St., LKWISTON. 
LEVI   I=.   YORK, 
PEALKK   IN 
New and Second-Hand Furniture, 
Looking Glasses, Cutlery, Tin and Wooden Ware, 
Crockery and China Ware, Cook and 
Parlor Stoves, etc., etc., 
243 Lisbon St., Opp. College Block, Lewiston. 
SHAW'S BUSINESS COLLEGE, Portland. 
Open the entire year. Is the only onein 
New England which has its Theory and Prac- 
tice in separate apartments, conduota a La- 
dies' Department, and refuges to accept pay- 
ment in udvance.   Send for Catalogue. 
P. L. SHAW, Principal. 
EASTERN STEAM DYE HOUSE, 
M.  J.   BEAL,   I'UOl'KIKTOR, 
105 Main St., opp. Hotel Atwood, Lewiston, Me. 
Ladies' and dents' Garments of Every Description 
DYED, CLEANSED, and FINISHES in aSUPERIOB MANNEE. 
Garments Repaired and Pressed in a First-Class Manner. 
/ 
RICHARDS    &    MERRILL, 
Merchant Tailors, ni'h, Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc. 
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and nov- 
elties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can lie had in Maine. 
Jj" A full line of Fine Custom Kcady.Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand.   Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits. 
No.   1   Lyceum  Hall  Building, Lewiston,  Maine. 
JOHN   H. WHITNEY, 
(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Son,) 
REGISTERED  APOTHECARY, 
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
Physicians'   Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
|jfor Hfice Jure Handles 
 GO   TO  
J^. E. HARLOWS, 
Where a large stock and variety Is always on hand. 
A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No.  20  LISBON  ST.,    -  LEWISTON. 
Gas administered to extract Teeth. 
WALKER  BROTHERS, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters 
Ooods Delivered Without Extra Charge. 
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
WHITE &   LEAVITT, 
iDeia-bis-fcsr 
No. 1 Lyceum  Block, Lisbon  Street, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
S. H. WHITR, D.D.S. F. I.. LEAVITT, D.D.S. 
NOT THE BEST 
Hut just as good 
COAL -A_^THD T*7"OOID 
Can be bought of 
L.    C.    ROBBINS 
As any place In the city.     Directly Opposite the 
Catholic Church, and Near the Free Baptist Church, 
1VIAIN   STREET,  No.  270. 
CONANT  & ANDREWS, 
Livery, Feed, § Sale Stable. 
Barges for Parties a Specialty. 
Connected by Telephone. 
Turner St., Near Court House, AUBURN. 
SAMUEL  HIBBERT'S 
Meals at All Hours. 
195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 




SIGN, GOLD  HAT, 
LEWISTON,    -    -    -    MAINE. 
F. I. Day, 
Fine Boots and Shoes. 
J. H.  STETSON & CO., 
DKALKR8  IN 
STOVES  AND FURNACES, 
Kitchen Furnishing Goods, 
Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware. 
Tin Roofing and Slating. 
65 Lisbon Street,      -   LEWISTON,  ME. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
TiredBt ram 
HORSFORD'S   ACID   PHOSPHATE 
Prepared according to the directions of 1'ROF. B. N. HOBSFOBD. 
This preparation is a brain food. It increases the capacity for mental labor, 
and acts as a general tonic and vitilizer. It rests the tired brain, and imparts 
thereto new life and energy. 
DR. D. P. MCCLURE, Rantoul, 111., says: 
" Very beneficial to strengthen the intellect." 
DR. O. C. STOUT, Syracuse, N. Y., says: 
" I "iivo it to one patient who" was unable i<> transact the most ordinary business, because his brain was 
'tired and confused' noon the leas) mental exertion. Immediate benefit, and ultimate recovery followed." 
Descriptive pamphlet tree on application to 
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I. 
BEWARE   OF   SUBSTITUTES   AND   IMITATIONS. 
CAUTION.—Be sure the wont " Horsfonl's" is printed on the label,   AH others are spurious.   Never 
sold iii bulk. 
Carries the largest and 
00k   of   <§er?r?ig   (Uoods 
Bast of Portland.   Please call and examine. 
43    F»ARKER    H7VLL, 
RICHARDSON,  FARR  & CO., 
Manufacturers of Harness, 
AND   UKAI.KKS   IN 
BOOTS,    SHOES,    AND     RUBBERS. 
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Kxoruted. 
Bpecuu Rates to Students. 
80 Hate* .St., and 344 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
LEVI IF. "sroK.sc, 
DUMB   IN 
New and Second-Hand Furniture, 
Looking Glasses, Cutlery, Tin and Wooden Ware, 
Crockery and China Ware, Cook and 
Parlor Stoves, etc., etc., 
243 Lisbon St., Opp. College Block, Lewiston. 
SHAW'S BUSINESS COLLEGE, Portland. 
Open the entire year. Is the only one in 
New r. 1. x 1 :i 1111 which has its Theory and Prac- 
tice in separate apartments, conducts a La- 
dies' Department) and refuses to accept pay- 
ment in advance.   Send for Catalogue. 
F. L. 8HAW, Principal. 
EASTERN STEAM DYE HOUSE, 
M.   J.    BBAL,   I'KOl'HIKTOK, 
105 Main St., opp. Hotel Atwood, Lewiston, Me. 
Ladies' and Gents' Garments of Every Description 
DYED, CLEANSED, and FINISHED in aSUPEEIOB MANNEB. 
Garments Repaired and Pressed in a First-Class Manner. 
/ 
/ 
RICHARDS    &   MERRILL, 
Merchant Tailors, ...a'.:1;'m Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc. 
We have always on hanil a very large and choice selection of Foreign anil Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and nov- 
elties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in Maine. 
O3 A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand.   Our Motto: Quick Sides at Small Profits. 
No.   1  Lyceum Hall  Building, Lewiston, Maine. 
JOHN   H. WHITNEY, 
(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Son,) 
REGISTERED  APOTHECARY, 
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
Physicians'  I'rescriptions accurately compowided. 
m ice !ure fpandiea 
•GO   TO- 
Jt. E. HARLOWS, 
Where a large stock and variety is always on hand. 
A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No. 20  LISBON  ST.,    -  LEWISTON. 
Gas administered to extract Teeth. 
WALKER  BROTHERS, 
Wholesale ami Retail Dealers in 
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters 
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge. 
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
WHITE &   LEAVITT, 
Deiatis-fcs,, 
No.  1  Lyceum  Block, Lisbon  Street, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
K. II. WHITK, D.D.S. f, I.. LKAVITT, D.D.S. 
NOT THE BEST 
Butjustasgood 
COAL -A.1>TID T77"OOID 
Can be bought of 
L.    O.    ROBBINS 
As any place in the city.     Directly Opposite the 
Catholic Church, and Near the free Baptist Church, 
MAIN   STREET,  No.  270. 
CONANT  &. ANDREWS, 
Livery, Feed, I Sale Stable. 
Barges for Parties a Specialty. 
Connected by Telephone. 
Turner St., Near Court House, AUBURN. 
SAMUEL  HIBBERT'S 
Meals at All Hours. 
195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 




SIGN, GOLD  HAT, 
LEWISTON,    -    -     -    MAINE. 
F. I. Day, 
Fine Boots and Shoes. 
J. H.  STETSON & CO., 
1>UALKRS  IS 
STOVES  AND  FURNACES, 
Kitchen Furnishing Goods, 
Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware, 
'lin Kooling and Slating. 
65 Lisbon Street,      -   LEWISTON,  ME. 
BRIDGE   &   SMITH, 
No. 4 Court Street, 
>K! 
Fme*J©b * Printing 
—^-— ^— ..   /> 
College (iml Society Work. 
Gazette Building,    .    - AUBURN,   M "    </ AINE. .^ 
MERRILL & WEBBER I , £ 




88 Mam stre t, AUBURN, Shirts, Collars, and 
». r. 
Opposite Mechanic Savings Bank Building. ■. ■ ■ Men's  Furnisher, 
Fine Neckwear, 
LEWISTON. 
BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE, 
THE  LARGEST  AND   LEADING  CLOTHING   HOUSE  OF  MAINE. 
Advanced Styles in J4|2lvGrade_Goods. 
TAILOR-MADE GARMENTS 
That Are Unequaled in Fit and General Excellence.    Introducers of Novelties and the Best 
of Everything Pertaining to Correct Dress.    The Latest Ideas and 
Standard Shapes in All Grades of 
HHRDt HNDiSOFT+ H 
A Magnificent Array of Rich and Elegant 
FURNISHINGS. 
PROMOTERS  AND  MAINTAINERS  OF  LOW  PRICES. 
(Successors to BlCKNBIX & N'B^t),** 
BABBITT  BROS., The One-Price,  Cash, Square-Dealing Twin Clothiers, Own 
Nos. 134 to 140 Lisbon St., LEWISTON 
f* BANNER   CLOTHING    HOUSE.^^j, 
.aers *»d Manager., > £■> . ^/v 
,  ME.     r*  ^ ;■' ■ ■**\-yf-'A 
